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I. Histocy 

The history of psychology- .baa harbored but few doubts 

regarding the qualitative specificity of sensations and the 

discreteness of sensations supposedly conditioned exclus1vel7 

by different sense organs. Cl~ssifications of sensoeymo-

dali ties have been based altogether upon corresponding sense 

organs and sensary 41,lalities. Tba result has been that the 

history of psychology is marked by nmch greater success in 
the process of reducing sensory consciousness into small 

sensory units, than 1n erElcting a theory of how these sEltne 

units become organized bto a continuous. dynamic consciousnass • 

.Aristotle. 1n his Sensus Co:mmunis. made a mystical 

attempt to explain how sensory experiences regarded as dis-

crete entities were utilized in a conscious whole. However, 

111s doctrine of the • common sense·• did not truly account tor 

a ·structural unity, and onl.7 ~ovided a questionable i'unctional ., 

whole in which the sensory parts were 1ncorporated. 

The doctrine of association lent itself well to the con-

cept of the •common sense' with the result that it was not 

until the appearance of Hagents works that a dissent was 

hoard against the partite sensory composition of consciousness. 

Hagen suggested that the normal consciousness was visU8.l and 

that all perceptions were made 1n terms of this modality. 

The doctrine of local signs., by Lotze, and the method-

ology of Fechner, which was continued by Wundt., added a great 
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superi'lu1ey- of proof to the belief 1n discrete sensory 

qualities. It was not until the time of PillsbUJ:'y,. Judd, 

Washburn,. and Parrish,. who did their work 1n the laboratory-

of Wundt on the influence o~ vision on tactual perceptions 

that &Ir'fl evidence to the contrary was produced. These• four 

studies failed entirely by using different methods to sepa-

rate visual processes from those of ~ouoh and 7.dnaesthesis. 

All during the nineteenth century cases or synaesthesia 

had been reported but since they were described and explained 

in the terms of asbociation which assumed that the synaes-

thetic sensation was a secondary process accompanying the 

primary sensation. the validity of' the primary sensation 

was not challenged. 

Stratton1 in his experiment on the effects of retinal 

inversion found that the perceptions primarily of touch and 

k1naesthesis were inextricably bound up with that of' vision. 

His results furnish _more evidence than.he himself' saw. that 

vision was not only the stI"onger but apparently the only 

awa:t"eness of the primary processes. However_ through his ad-

herence to the doctrines of' local sign and association he was 

unable to make any use of those valuable observations. Those 

unemphasized results of Stratton are confirmed 1n the work 

of Brown and Wooster. 

Benu.ssi, 1n 1913• was able to demonstrate apparent move-

ment 1n the sensation of toueh. Later Burtt was able to 

verify Korte• s laws in tba tactual. modality. Since then 
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numerous studies have been made which emphasize different 

phases of apparent movement. In all of these instances the 

importance of visual processes for apparent movement can 

hardly be ignored. 
Wheeler and cutsforth have shown that synaesthesia does 

not consist of a dual process in which the •secondary- sensory• 

experience is an associative concomitant of the •primary 

sensation.• The synaesthetic process 1s all that exists 1n 

the experience and without that no experience would be poss-

ible. The undifferentiated •parent process• 1s all that 

exists of the.primary sensation and that does not even 

possess awareness of quality. It 1s merely a cognitive refer-

ence1 a tpretemporal• awareness. 

In 1920 Gelb and Goldstein reported the case of a 

soldier suffering from a gunshot wound 1n the occipital re-

gion. The patient lacked visual memory and complex visual 
perceptions. 

n In 1929, Forster reported a study on minor learning 1n 

which it was shown that motor learning depends on visnal 
learning. 
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1:r. Apparatus for all Experiments 

1. A graduated series of_ eight_ basswood cubes polished 

and stained a walnut brown were glued at equal intervals on 

a piece of gr!ay cardboard six and one-ha1f 1nohes by thirty-

two inches. At the small end of the series the cube was one 

cubic inch and the other cubas·1ncreased 1n size by one-
eighth of an inch -until the 1argast at the oppos1 te end or 
the series was one end three-quarter 1nches square. Accom-

panying the series were duplicate cub~s corresponding to 

those in the middle of .the series.. These latter were un-

mounted. 

2. A series of eight basalVOod pai-al.le1ogrmns one-ha.l.f 

inch thick and three . :inches on the sides• polished and stained 

a wal.nut brown. were me>unted in order of squareness upon a 

gray cardboard six and one-half inches by thirty-two inches • 

. The parallelograms were equally spaced upon the cardboard 

and rested w1 th their short axis along the long axis of the 

cardboard. "The series commenced with the narrowest f 1gure 

whose acute angles we:r:-e fifty-five da~ees. Ench figure in-

creased in the direction of squareness unt11 the eighth 

figure was a perfect square. There were also several. un-

mounted duplicate figures which corresponded with figures 

in the series. 

3. Duplicate sets of five brass rods five m:1i. 1n 

dimnete:r:- wwe cut, to form a series~ with intervals of one 

cm. 1n length. The series advanced 1'11om a rod tan cm. 1ong. 
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4. Five pie()-8$ of brass wire -sor.eening• tb?-ee inches 

square. were mounted upon a piece of one-half' inch pine board 

three inches wide am fifteen 1nches long. The binding was 

Manilla tagboard and white library tape. The five squares of 

screening formed a series ina. scale measured by the'mmmer 
,,· ' ,. 

of meshes to the linear inch. They werop respectively. sixty, 

fifty, forty. thirty and twenty meshes per inch. Screens dup-

licating the series were fastened separately on tbree-1nch 

squares of' cardboard and bound in library tape. 

5.. 'l'bree basrelief' figures, one to two. mm. in tbiclmess 

were.cast upon dental plaster ot Paris slabs 15 mm. thick by 

145 by 105 mu. Both the figures and slab bases were shellacked 
"' 

heavily to give a smooth non-gramilar surface. The first fig-
. ' ura (X) was that of. a leaping fish, 10 cm. 1n length and vary-

ing in width from one to five cm. The figure of the fish was 

properly orientated to the observer when the head. was either 

pointed to the right or upward. 

Tl~e second figure was a relief of a nu.de hmnan being 10 
cm. in length. The vertical position was the only oattrect 

orientation for the. fi~a of the h:uman. 

The third figure was the dorsal view of a frog, 10 cm. 
' in length, stretched out as in diving. In any pos1 tion, t.he 

figure of the frog was proparl.y oriented to the observer. 

&. An apparatus was designed for the construction of 

visual:equivalents,of standard. tactual. toms. Th1s·apparatlls 
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consisted of a screen for the hand and a vertical. expoeure-

board. The screen for the hand was made of' a one-half' inch 

pine board ten inches wide and t\venty-eiS1:1t inches long. The 

board was mounted upon the end of a laboratory table on two 

one-half i.neh board legs ten by six inches long. The opening 

between the table and sha1f-l.1ke screen was covered by a 

black cl.0th hung from the shelf. At the back edge .of the 

s'Craen-board was a second pine board ··mounted vert:tcall.7 upon 

iron rods clamped. to _the table. ,Tha .. vertical bQnrti was 

covered 1n front with wb1 ta tagboard upon ~hich was glued 1n 

-a central posi t1on • a polygon .in black papei-. 'Elis figure had 

:a .. baseJ.ine of' eighteen inches. running from. right to .left nnd 

at the le:f't end .a .:verf;.ioal.: ... altitude of tbree-quarters ot an 

inch$ while_ the. right_ end ·had a. -vertical altitude of' three 

inches ... suspended from the ·top .of .the _expoS11re-board were two 

white ta.gboaPd curtains which slid freely either to the right 

or to the left so that, when desired• the tactual form could 

be reproduced visually b7 a sector: of the black s1ri'ace. A 

polygon of' the exact size and shape of the black figure was 

I!iE!.de ,from one-halt 1noh pine~ end .cut into s~gment1J of V8.%7• 

ing widths. :These _segments were glued to gray .cardboard bases 

siJ; inehes square~ .Ae~oss .the front of the expoSllre-board ran 

a millimeter seal.a. A second millimeter scale faced the 

vertical edge· of' the left curtain.. Thus _height. and width 

measurements eould be :talcen off any sector of the blaek-papei-
. polygon. 
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'7 • An apparatus for the purpose or representing visual 

judgments of tactual sizes consisted ot a hand screen and- a 
vertical board on the front- of which was an adjustable dia-

pbrs.~. _ The hand screen was ms.de ot a one-hal.f inch p1ne 

board ten by twenty-eight inches. It was mounted six inches 

above the twenty-eight 1nch end ot a laboratory table upon 

two one-hel.t inch pine boards ten by six inches. The front 

opening was covered, with the exception ot ten inches at 

the right., by a black cloth curtain hung from the edge of 

the screen. At the back edge of the screen-board, mounted on 

rods and elmnped to the table,, was a second pine board one-

half inch thick by twenty-eight by ten inches. An adjustable 

d1aph:J:tagm was constructed upon the vertical board by' covering 

i:t with a piece or bl.a.ck cardboard set out one-half inch i'l'om 

tho surface of the board. The aperture in the black cardboard 

i'ront exposed a rectangle of white tagboard s1xty by forty' mn. 

Between the black :front and back-board was inserted a sliding 

diaphragm which would shut off all the wld.te background from 

the left. Also back of the black front and 1n front of the 

sliding diaphl'agm was inserted a black cardboard CU1'ta1n which 

shut off the apert'll't'e from the top down. The vertica1 dia-

phragm operated on a .slide which •s manipulated by the left 

hand in trombone fashion. The diaphra@'Jl coming -down fl'om the 

top was mounted· upon a s11ding cal'riage which was manipulated 

by being made higher o:r lower by a crank also at the left end. 

Attached to each diaphragm and extending through the 

back-board through slots were pointers which moved a1ong m1111-
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meter scales. Readings of the adjustments cau.ld be taken 

off the scales by the experimenter from the rear. The sea.las 

andex.perimanter were biddenfrom the observer. 

~ea inches baek of the Clll"tain on the front of the hand 

screen a sheet-metal cs.rd-holder six and one-half inches square 

was tacked to the table top. Immediately baek of the horizon-

tal card-hol~er was a similar card-holder mounted vert1call.y 

on a wooden.frame. clamped .to the table. 

Five rectangul&r' wooden figures were eut from one-b.al.f 

inch triple pine veneer in the following dimensions: No. l., 

120 x 80 nm.; No. 2, 90 x;60 mm .. ; No. 3• 60 x 40 mm.; No. 4• 

45 x 30 mm.; No. 5- 30 x 20 mm. These blocks were mounted 

upon separate ca.rdboarp. squares six and ona-hal.f inches b7 six 

nnd . one-half 1nc~s that. a lipped into the metal. card-holders. 

On~ wbi.te tagboard reetangle sixty by forty millimeters 
was mounted on a six-inch square of black cardboard to which 

were attached wire hooks so that 1 t might be suspended from 

the top of the.diapllr~gm adjacent to the aperture. 
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III. Prellm1nary_Exper1ments 

PFior to the adopticm. of the procedure f1nal.ly emp1oyed 

1n this investigation folll' preliminary methods _and a total of 

fifty-one subjects we~& used. Although the preliminary struli.es 

produced quantities of .positive ,material and furnished con-

siderable insight 1nto the nature of the probl~m it was nec-

essary- to abandon each. successively, due to some inherent 

defect witbin the method. All the preliminary methods employed 

eo~crete stimuli to be judged in relation to other concrete 

objects with the result that it was impossible to control the 

factor of learning the range of the series of standards. This 

learning caused judgments to be.rendered in terms of the entire 

series or 1n terms of previous judgments. 

Three of the four preliminary investigations were conduc-

ted in a. dark room under constant illumination of a one hundred 

watt incandescent lamp above and to the back of the subjeGt. 

The fourth was conducted in daylight with the subject seated 

with back toward e. large bigb. window. 

In the first preliminary study the subject wa-s seated 1n 

front. of the table and hand-shield# 1n an ordinary chair. Re 

was iresented with a series of cubes• parallelograms. 'ldre 
··, .. " 

screening. and brass rods, :under the shield with instructions 

to examine them tactually. More definite instructions were 

purposely avoided. Upon becoming familiar with the varying 

degrees of size. shape, length or form of members of a part1cu-



lar series he. was presented with a unit of the series, 

visually, and asked to indicate which unit of the series 

corresponded to .the.visual standard. 

10 

The second procedure consisted of reversing the method 

of presentation used in the first. The subject was given the 

series to view visually and then was presented a tactual unit 

from the series and asked to indicate which one of the visual 

series corresponded to the tactua1 unit. 

The third method consisted of pl'esenting the subject with 

one isolated unit tactually, then anothel' unit visually, under 

1nstl'uctions to judge which of the two was the longel', the 

shorter,. or whether they were . equal. 

In the fourth preliminary method the subjects were pre-

sented with a wooden polygon to be exmnined tactually under 

the hand screen. Theywel'e asked to adjust the sliding dia-

phragm on the apparatus until the exposed figure of',· black 

cardboard was of the same si~e as the tactual polygon. The 

tactual polygon was presented horizontally 1n such a manner 

th.at it would correspond w1 th the visual segment which was 

in a ve~t1cal ~osition. The subjects were given unlimited 

time in which to form their judgments. 

It was found 1n the first prel.1minary method that there 

existed a consl. derable discrepancy of judgment for each ob-

server 1n the first few trials. However., as the :number ot 
trials increased- thl.s dise7:epancy 1n size between the tac-

tual and visual judgments tended to disappear. The subjects 
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themse1ves reported that the first few trials were the most 

difficu1 t and especially the very first one J At the outset 

some of the observers .made their visual judgments 1a.rger than 

the corresponding unit 1n tba tactua.1 series while others re-

versed the difference. No matter. in which direction the dis-

crepancies occurred. observers learned quite rapidly .to make 

re1atively accurate judgments. This held in all the prelim-

inary series with cubes,- screens. rods, . and parallelogt'ams. 

It was found that the wider the range of visual stand-

ards, the sooner the observers acquh.•ed an ab111ty to make 

accurate judgments. It was quite evident that a11 opportuni-

ties were taken advantage of 1n order to increase the ob-

server• a insight into the relative size -of the tactual series. 

Thus, when the first few judgments wer·e made, the relationship 

between the visual standard and the tactual units were dis-· 

crate, end the series possessed no unity. The first few 

Judgments by necessity were formed 1n terms of highly rational 

processes, for no size relationship between the two objects 

were perceptible to the observers. Later, however, these 

same rational processes were employed j,n unifying the tactual 

sex,ies., so t~.t it was possible to transpose up end down the 

se~les with ease. In fact some of the observers were able 

to make accurate judgments of equality without examining the 

tactual series. All sorts of rational devices were employed 

to reconcile the size or form of the v1sua1 standard with 

some corresponding unit of the tactual series. 
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By rational comparisons is meant that the observer 

noticed an inevitable discrepancy between the tactual object 

and his first estimates of its size 1n tel'lllS of the visual.-

reproduction. He also noted how at one time he was tempted 

to make the visual figure larger than he felt it ought to be• 

and at another time smaller. Bllt he was quick to observe 

that there were no definite perceptual criteria by means of-

which to correct _the discrepancy which ranged from fifteen. 

to twenty perc~nt of the siza of the tactual standard._ 

Then he set about to learn the tactual series as a whole and 

to make his visual judgments 1n terms of the whole• which.he-

could eventually do with considerable accuracy. 

However, since we were studying discrepancies in Visual--

tactual judgments in the seeing for the purpose of comparison 

later with tactual judgments of the adventitious and congenital 

blind who have no rational cri ter1a by n1eans of which to 

correct their errors, these corrections were spoiling the ex-

periment. 

A reversal of the procedure used in the first method 

proved less satisfactory than .the original. With the seriea 

of objects, cubes. rods. etc., placed in view of the subject 

for visual observation~ the learning of the series· was much 

more rapid and complete than when it was used as a series 

of tactual stimuli. HO!lever, as was the case 1n the first 

method, there existed a considerable discrepancy between the 

judgments based on tactual exploration and those based on 
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visual obseFvation. The observers made characteristica1ly 

larger or smaller judgments corresponding to their particu1ar 

point ot reference, that 1Bj to whatever they employed as the 

standard. An observer who overestimated a cube 1n the first 

method when the visual cube was the standard, would reverse 

his judgment under the second method by- using the tactual 

object as the standard. There existed individual differences 

among .observers in choosing between the visual am the tac-

tual object as a standard. Soma chose one; others chose the 

other• In some cases the figure gi-asped in the band was the 

determining faotOl' in making the tactual object the standard 

o.f reference, while with others. the visual object held a 

relational dnm1nanoe for the observer. This is not only-

borne out in the reversab1llty of the judgments but also 1n 

the introspective reports. 

It turned out, as will be empbasiaed later> that when 

an obsel'ver had made h1s judgment and had either overestimated 

or tmdel'est1mated the . size of the tactual object in match1ng 

the visual figure to it, he perceived apparent movement of 

the t~ctual object when the ·latter was brought into view. 

This fact, incidentally, proved that visual processes domi-

nated the judgment, _for, when the tactual object was shown 

the observer, it looked either too large or too small and 

expanded or shrank to fit his visual judgment of its size. 

An observer whose judgments were dominated by tactual-

visual experiences, that is, by the tactual object as the 
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standard, could not perceive apparent movement unless it 

occurred J.n tel'mS of Visual and perhaps kinaesthetic imagery 

of the block-hand situation. An observer whose dominant 

point of,reterence was .the .visual object could perceive 

apparent movement in the expansion or contraction of the 

visual pattern at the aperture, a movement that was conditioned, 

curiously• by a changed judgment of the tactual object, 1n 

turn conditione4 by hand movement. :In other words, a 

correet1on of the discrepancy 1n size between the tactual 

and visual. object may coma about either as a change 1n the 

tactual object or a change 1n the visual figure, and this 

change may occur slowly enough to be perceived as apparent 

movement. 

The third prel3.m2nsey method was devised in order to 

avoid the influence of 1earn1ng .. However• the presentation 

of d~screte units to be judged as greater than, equal to, 

or smaller than, proved no more successful than the previous 

two methods. The observers not only· continued to learn tha 

series but also became strongly influenced by the memory of 

the judgment just previously made. With the exception of 

the first lttdgments it was impossible for the observers to 

make an absolute judgment, for upon the presentation of the 

second set of comparative material they employed a relative 

judgment using the previous set or range 0£ previous sets 

as a point of reference. In fact, not all first ludgments 

were absolute by a:ny means, for it we.s reported by a ~eat 
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many observers that there was a rationa1 attempt to compare 

the tactual object with some visually familiar size• shape, 

or form. Thus,. one observer, when a pair of screens was pre-

sented to him for the first time, judged the tactual screen 

not in terms of itself or 1n reference to the size of the 

meshes 1n the visual screen,. but 1n terms of a tactual-visual 

memory-image of .ordinary wire window screen and from this as 

a point of reference he gave his judgment. Likewise, rods 

were judged in terms of finger lengths and bread'thl!i cubes 

in terms of the extent to which they filled the· visualized 

hand, parallelograms by length and breadth as visualized upon 

the hand, etc. 

The-fourth prelim2.nsry method which employed the appara-

tus for the purpose of reproducing the bi-dimensional. size of 

the tactual standard was also abandoned. The chief difficulty 

of' the method lay in the nature of the form of t~ tactual 

objects which were exact duplications of segments of the black 

cardboard pattern. Since the visually continuous pattern 

possessed a slanted 11ne along the top edge, all the ~egm.ents 

also would possess a s~gment of the same angle. It was 

found that the tactual perception of the subjects was not 

sufficiently acute to detect the top edge of the tactual 

figure as a slanting line with the result that all of the 

tactual figures regardless of their size were perceived as 

rectangles. It was found in the case of two hundred judg-

ments given by twenty naive observers that the lack ot dis-
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crate units in the series tended to 1111minate the effect of 

previous learning. There was a decided tendency to make the 

judgments smaller 1n the upper end of the series and larger 

in the lower end of the series. Throughout there was a strong 

tendency to make the reproductions symmetrical. That is, the 

narrow figures wider and wider figures taller than they were 

tactually. 
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IV. Main Experiments 

The investigation pi.toper was divided into two pa.rt~. 

The first was performed with a group of ten trained observ-

ers made up of ten male members of the· staff and graduates 

from the depertment of psychology-. The second· group con~ 
n 

sisted of naive observers-girls and boys from the elementary 

laboratory classes. 

The. experimentation was performed 1n a dark room under 

the constant illumination of a one hundred watt incandescent 

lamp. The trained subjects ma.de fifty-two judgments at each 

of six s1 ttings held not less than seven days apart and not 

more than twenty-one days. The naive group served as observ-

ers but once during which sitting they made fifteen judgments. 

The observer was seated in an ordinary chair in front of 

the apparatus with the adjustable diaphragm~ so that i.t was 

convenient end comfortable for him to employ his right hand 

1n the act of examining the tactual object held 1n the card.-

holder and at the same time manipulate the diaphragms with 

his left hand. His position brought the center of the dia-

phragm. in the center of the field of vision. A one hundred 

watt incandescent lamp illuminated the front of the diaphragm 

fitom a position baok and above the observer. The observer 
/ 

was aske_d to e.xam1.ne the figure· back of the black curtain 

with his right hand tactually, and when he had perceived the 

size of the figure~ to reproduce it by adjusti.ng the diaphragm 
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until an 8.l'aa of white tagboa.rd was exposed which duplicated 

the .tactual figure. This procedure was employed with both 

the trained and naive observers. 
The trained observers ware d1 vided into two gisoups of 

1'1 ve each. At the first sitting the members of the first 

group of' five observers made two judgments which were purely 

visual. They were asked to reproduce ·upon the d1apbra@Il the 

perceived size end form of' a white piece of tagboard 60 by 

40 mm., glued to a six-inch square piece of black cardboard 

hung upon the front of the · diaphi-a©U just at the right of the 

aperture. This judgment they made both at the beginning and 

at the end of the s1 tting • Then they were asked to make 

reproductions of the tactual figures which consisted of ten 

series of :five rectangles in the ordel' as given, 120 b~V:~80 

mm., 90 by 60 mm., 60 by 40 mm:., 45 by 30 mm., 30 by 20 mm. 
During the first sitting of the first five trained observers 

these sel'ies of figures were presented 1n a horizontal.posi-

tion with the long axes runn,.ng north and south map-wise. 

Also.at the first sitting the f11'st five trained observers 

perceived the tactua1 figure by a method of passive touch~ 

that is, of placing the hand am fingers upon the f'igure w1 th-

out. making exploratory- movements. This will be called the 

Horizontal -Passive procedure (H.P.). 

In the second sitting of this graoup the observers em-

ployed only exploratory- movements of the index finger about 

the edge of' the figure, the Horizontal Active (H.A.) procedure. 
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on the third sitting the observer was permitted to employ an7 

method which suited his own personal. procedure or tactual 

examination; the Horizontal, Voluntary (H. V.) procedure. 

On the fourth sitting the figure was changed to a verti-

cal position with the long axis of the figure running up and 

down. On the fourth, fifth and sixth sittings ~he methods 

of tactual perception were repeated in order as 1n the 

horizontal position. These are to be called the Vertical 

Passive, .(V.P.), Vertical Active (V.A.), and Vertical Volun-

tar7 (V. V.) methods. 

With th~ second group of five trai~ed observers the 

procedure varied only 1n that the first sitting started the 

first of the vertical. positions and the fOUl"th started the 

first of the horizontal positions. 

The one hundred and twenty nalve subjects were divided 

into four grooups of thirty'. Each group made two visual judg-

ments using the white visual rectangle and each judged two 

series of five rectangles in one ot the four methods H.P., 
H.A., V .P., and V .A. Group one made their judgments with 

the tactual object 1n a horizontal position employing the 

passive method of tactua1 perception (H.P.). The second group 

of thirty observers employed the hor1zonta1 position of the 

tactual object using active finger movement of the index 

finger about the edges of the fi~ea (H.A.). The third. 

~oup of thir~ observers perceived their tactual figures 1n 

a vertical position by the static hand method {V.P.),. and 
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the .fourth' group of thirty :observers· also employed the· ·verti-

cai position of·figures,'bu.t with expl.oratory movement 'of the 

index.finger. (V.A.). 
Three' additional judgments were made 'by the na!ve ·ob~ 

servers. In the horizontal· card-holder·was·pla.ced, 1n order• 
e. cube, parallelogram,- and a square of brass screen. ThEf 

observer ·was instl'Ucted to examine the object with cazte, tac-
tually. 'Then he· wa:s presented, visua1ly, "with a seri'es of 
like· ob·jects.-· varying -in• size~: as 1n the preliminary· experi-
ments,: nnd asked· tO' indicate the object which corresponded 

moat c·losely with the one which· he was exploring· tactually. 



Judgments ,2! 
Visual Size ----

v. Results 

Part One --
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The ranges of judgments of' height and 

width by both trained end untrained sub-

jects show a surprising inaccuracy 1n matching one visual 

size with another visual size. The curves of' distribution 

in Plate :t .show the extent of inaccuracy in these ju~ents 

both for trained and -untrained observers. The distribution 

of Judgments tor height, in case of the trained observers 

extends .from 55 to 67 mm., a scattering of' 12 mm •• or 20 

percent o:r the standard height. The mode occurs at 59 which 

is one point below the standard height. The untrained ob-

servers make a much greater scattering of .their Judgments 

of' height by extending the . range .from 50 to 68 which 1s a 

range of' 30 percent o.f the height. The jud@nents ·ot height 

for the untrained observers form themselves into a bimodal 

distribution \,Vith the po1~ts of most frequent judgments 

falling at 56 and 60. 

Also in the Judgment of widths the trained observers 

sea ttered out over a smaller range rimning from 37 to 47, 

with a mode at. 42. The rang~, which represents 40 percent 

or the standard width, falls for part above 

standard. The untrained observers scattered their Judgments 

over a range of which is equal to forty percent o.f the 
;! 

standard width. The mode occurs at the same point as does 
I 
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the width or the af:andard but a larger paPt or the 31Jd81D8nta 

tall below this point. An 1napeotion of Plate I that 

the trained obaervera are prone both 1n their judgments of 

height and width to cwer-3Udge the atandard. The untrained 

observers allow a decided tendency to distribute their 

judgments below the standard. 

It ia quite a1gnlf1eant tor the problem of IB rception. 

that tba Tiaual aena•• with ita high degi-ee of aou1t7 1n the 

perception of torm and extent• should have lta preoiaion up.. 

aet bJ' a •eentral.1 influence. the inf'luence oocaaioned b7 
the goal. of obae.r-dng a rela tionehip. 

P&Pt 'J.'Wo ---
!!!!. D1aorepanoy Between A large d.1nrepw7 was found to 
Sight,!!!! 'l'ouoh exist between the tactually per-

ceived atandard and the matched Yiaual equS:nlent 1n the 

judgments or all the made 1n all the d1tterent poa1-

t1ona. with all the different methods employed• and with all 

the ti•• at1nml1. 

Tables I and II gi•e the of height and width 

tor all mbjecta and tor all the different aised at1mnl.1 tor 
all the different conditions. 'fable• Y and YI include 

meaaurementa of the extent of the dlacrepanoiea. 'fable VII 

ahowa that under-judpenta or the tactual were made 

to the extent or 44 peroent of lta a1•• and that oYer-

judg,aenta or the atandard ran to ,., peroent. with an ayu-age 

d1acrePRJ107 i-mm1ng •• high aa or minua 12 peroent t• 
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oerta1n ot tba atbmli. Aa will be noticed ham an 1napeo1d.on 

of the nrioua Platea with the exception of Plate I, the range• 

of' d1atr1.but1on are mod1t1ed bJ the different poa1ticma, 

methods and atandarcla •BlPl.oJed• 
such broad ranges of diatriblltion w1.th their b1Jlod•l ten-

dencies det1n1 tel7 1ndieate tba t the t&eQJ&l perception 

a1se 1e quite unreliabl.e and that it 1a 1Dtluenced bJ' • great 

maD7 cond1t1cm1ng taotora. The trained obser't'8ra were. ea 

the whole, leas aocurate than the nalw. 

Part !hrN 

'fhe Etteot of Poa1t1on cm the Di•-------------crepanoz Between S1pt !!!! Touh 
'lb8 horizontal poaltlon, 

tactual. atandar4 at 

right angles with the u:ia ot the body, 1• conduc1Ye to more 

aecurate judgments than the yertical position when the tae-

tual standard 1• parallel with the axis of the body. !he 

different ef'teota ot the 't1fO positions ean be aeen f'rca 

Tables 'IX am VII. hl,le VII ahatra the 41aorepanc1•• tor 
height and width for the horizontal Bild -nrtleal. pos1t1ona 

separately. These 41.tterences do not remain oonatant for all 

methods and all aisea, and alao ftrJ' between obaenera. The 

two poa1t1ona do not so mich put the tactual f'igure 1nte 

different relation to the perceiving ham aa it puts the 

perce1Ving hand 1n a nmch ditterent relat1onah1p to tha ob-

aeryer. The two dif'f'erent poa1 tlona of' the band do not 

of'f'er the same ;sroblema. 'lbla taot 1a more conatant; 



for the untrained. obaerTVa than for the trained, beoaua• 

the trained obaerTVa aeai to be abl.e to reooncll• the 

spatial. relat1onab1pa of the two positions 1111ch :more acou-

ratel.y than tbs 1mtra1ned. 'this difference between the 

horizontal. am vert1oal. posi tiona and between tra1nad and un-

trained obaerTera 1• renal.ed not only 1n the two of 

Judgments which diff'er 1n extent, but al.ao 1n the plaoea 

along the distribution where the mmber of judg-

ments fall. 

Effect of Paaaiw and Aotin Bx• -----------------pl.oration .!! D1acr•J?!D9 ~-
tween Sight _!!!! Teuoh 

'lbe two methods ez-

•1nat1on of the taetual 

ve, w1 th-

out finger mcwement, and aet1w, with finger movement--pro-

duce d1tterent rans•• at d1atr1but1ona ot '1'be 

effect of the two method• 1• diaplqed 1n Tablu VI and YII. 

In Table VII the extent of tba diaorepanc7 between the aot;u.al 
tactual standard and the ma tcbad visual aise 1• given. The 

reaulta allow that the active method reduoea the extent of 

aD4 lnoreaaea the extent of' under-ju.dgmenta 

1n both the height and width. !hat 1•• 1t tenda to 

the range of distribution further below tba taotual. 

Thia etfeet beeomea apparent on the ameJler and 

leas apparent for ml.ve than tor tra1ned 

!'he ef'teot or movement upon tactm.l. perception would 
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1nd1oate that tactual apace waa l••• apparent during move-

ment than when the 1-Dd. waa 1n a 'fhe taot 

that the trained exaggerated tb1a te~eDOJ' u oam-

pared with the ,mtrained obaenera wow.d 1nd1eate that the 

trained oba8!"Yffa poaaeaaed perceptual equ!:nl.enta tor a 

l.eaa UlOUDt of the finger moYement than did the untrained 

observers. The tra1ned obaeryera, al.ao. m.oTed more alowl.J' 

than the nal ..... 
It aiat not be contended that it la poaslble to •Pl-

rate entirel.J' the et.feota of the oomb1ned lntluenoea of 

position and movement. It can be aem that paaa1Te jmg-

ments made from a hor1mntal position are d1at1nctly dif'ter-

ent from those paaatw Judpent;a -de 1n a vertioal. position. 

Each ot the ho oend1t1ons 1n cam.Mnatien produ.oe relation-

ahipa which neither oan be hel.d responsible tor aeparatel.7. 

Intluenoe .!! !!!!, .!!! D1nrepm7 
Between Sight ,!!!! 'louoh 

It oan be seen bi'Cllll 

'!ablea 'I, n. and VII 
that a1se ot block exerts an 1nf'luanoe upon Judgment. of 

tactual •1••• 'ftJe ohiet tendenoy 1a to ••er-Judge tha 

smaller Bi••• relatively more than the larger aisea. 'lhia 

holds throughout tor all the judpanta bJ' all u-

ing the different pos1t1ona and •tboda. '!be 1nterrelat1ng 

e.treota ot then con41t1oaa can be seen 1n an 1napeot1on ot 
II, III, IV, and V. ConTeraely, the large •1- are 
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undereetimated the moat. BalYe obaernra are allghtl.7 l••• 

etteeted by ditfePenoe 1n a1se than are the trdned obffnera. 

It 1• mtereating to note that the relatlYe d1atort1ona 

block• two, three, and tour, are about the aame, while the 

extreme•, one and ftye, show the .xtrw d1ator't1ona. 

s,-t.rr 1n Purelz 
Vinal Jud t;a 

lartSlx --
Plate I shows that there 1• a det1n1te 

tendenoy, 1D maJdng Tlllll&l judgments• 

to shorten the length am broaden the width ot a f1gm-e 

poaaeaalng a three to two relationeb1p. Thi• meana that 
there la a T18111ll peroeptual tandeno7 to pereelve a vert1ca1• 

reotangul.ar fipre of the pr:-opOPtlom ot three to two 1D the 

1IIGNt QWtrioal. relatlonahlp ot a one to GDe proportion. 

The Importance ot thia tendeno7 ia at111 mare 111.gnif'loant 

1n tactual p, rceptlona of' torm and will be d1acuaaed separ-

ately 1n a apeeial aeotion. HoweYer, the auggeat1on be 

made here that the perception or viaual proportion and tora-
relationahip not onlJ" lncludea the perception ot torm bat 

al.so the perception ot .!!J! aa .. u. Sin, of' neoeaait7, la 

a perceptual whole that eannot be oonatructed fir• aeparate 

judgment• ot height and width. 

Part Snen 

Sz-tq !! tfaotaal-Vlnal 
Peroeptlon 

A tendeney toward •Jal8trr wu 
found 1D '18 percent ot all 
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judpenta made .from tactual to:rma. Table YI abo1ra the 41•• 

tr1but1on equaring of all judgments under all the 411"ter-

ent condition.a. The d1atr1but1on ranges tr• 41 to 148 with 

66 reireaent1ng the atandard pi-ctportion.. The mode ot the 

aquarlng occurred tr• '71 to '76 (100 repreaenta perteot 

aquarlng and RD3" tlgm-e owr 100 repreaenta the ract that the 

figure is :made wider than it 1a h1gb). Platea YI, vn. and 

VIII picture the range• or squaring graph1call7. 

Prom the•• table• and grapba cum also be deduced the 

tact that trained obaenera aquare leaa, bu.t cm the wbol.e, 

over a wider range, than the untrained obaeryera. 

Etteot of Pos1t1oa ,__.,.....,..... - ................... 
.!! Spn•tz:7 

It la 41tt1cult to eftluate the erreot 

ot position \1POD the ten4•DOJ' toward 

a,mmetry tor the amount of squaring done bJ' the two groups 

n.riea tor position aa well aa ror methed. !he general ten-

dency toward ll)'DBlletey 4ue to poa1t1an allows a lil ight :taTOr-

lng b7 the yertioal position. The IIJllOUDt ot aquaring ginn 

1n Table VII ahowa that the trained obaer-nra, with the 

hor1sontal method, square on the anrage to the extent or 
. 

8.6 polnta and tor the Tert1oal, '7.3 while the 11D-

tra.1ne4 ob aerTera on the hor1sontal poa1 tion a qua.re to the 

extent ot 12 po1nta an4 on the yertlcal, 15.4 po1nta, wbioh 

would make a squaring te:ndeno7 ot a.2 point• leaa tor the 

horizontal poai t1on. Howenr, here again there la f'omd a 

gi-eater d1.tf'erenoe between the t.wo ar-•P• ot than 









there 1• between poa1t1ona. 

Part ld.ne ---
Ef'teet o.t Paaain and Aot1Ye '1'he t;IJG method.a o.t taotual. 

exploration of' the atandU'd 

bad oppoaite ef'f'eota upon the tendency toward BJW'try • '1'b.a 

-----------Method• .!!! SJJ!!!vY 

untralned obaerYera do le•• squaring when the .tors 1a per-

oe1Ted paaa1vely and lnoreaae the amoant o.t aquarlng wbml 

monment 1a anpl07ed 1n making the peroept1on. The trained 

obaeJ."ftra do their geateat •oant Id aquarlng ln the method 

of paaa1ve exploration and d.eereaae the~ of squaring 

when moYement 1• emplo,-ed.. Thi• abowa olearly that neither 

method po••••••• an e.tf'eet inherent 1D itaelt but 1• aaao-

ciated lnextrlcabl,- with other faotora. 'f'heae Haul.ta •-
to h1np upon the taota that the tlta1ne4 obaerYeJta wePe too 
anal,-t1oal and lest their perception o.t proportlon, eapeo!.all,-

when NJdng slew exploratory DlCffementa. 

E.tteet o.t S1N ----.!!! sz-tq 

Part ha ---
It eannot be eatabllahed that dltterenoe 

1n •1•• baa •iv de.t1n1te e.ttaot upon the 

tend9D07 toward ayanet;ry. Table VII wUl llhow that the un-

trained obaenera tend to •craar• ..-e 1n the larger .tlgurea 

and maoh l••• with the ••Iler tigurea, whlS. the trainecl 

tend to square the analler f'igurea more than the 

larger •••• Aa a generalisation it oan be aa1c1 that ti. 
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extremes ln e1 ther d1reotian toward the large or towa:rd the 

exoeaa1nl.J' amal.l, dNJ"eaae the tendeno7 tOlrU'4 aquar1Dg. 

Block three abows the greateat uao,mt ot aqwaring, which 

would 1nd1eate that Bl.ook three reoe1ft4 tm ocmbined etteou 

of the tra.1ne4 and ,mtralned. It -a the meat oonTenl•t 

block to harulle. 

The oppos1 te efteota ot a1n upon the two ot ob-

aerTera woald indicate that other and more 11111:,tle 

were operating than d1tterenoea 1n actual alse. 

Pa:rt Elnen ------
Relation!£ Squaring to Aocuraez 
!! V1aual-Taotual Jud ta 

It Jll&7 be oonolud.ed. 1n 

general tba t thoae oon41-

t1ona which are conduo1Te to aocurate ludgaenta of d.se are 

al.a, conduo1•• to aquar1Dg. The•• oonditiona are not eon-

atan t throughout the entire 1nnat1gat1on nor do the7 appl.7 

equall7 to both grou,pa of obaerYera. Alread7 1t baa bem 

shown that the obaerftl' h1maeU la an !apertant and •s-
leeted faotor umig the UDder whloh the .1114&-
menta are formed. '!he different poalt1ona, :methods, ad 

•1••• of blocks cannot be regarded •• aepdate am d1atlmt 

oond1t1ona of judging •• such, but 0D17 •• aeparate eond1-

t1ona 1n relation to the obaerTerta procedve. 

'?he relation of the range of jmgmenta of height and 

w14th to the actual height and width ahowa to what eztent 

the t1gurea aN broken up and anal7sed, eap•1al.17 b,- the 
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trained obeervera. !he d1aorepane1oa between these judgment. 

and actual height and width of' the three b1ooka one, three, 

and .five aholf bow the two taotora of' aocurao7 and aquar1Dg 

are related. In bl.ock one tho aTerage Judged height la '1.ft 

p0rcent o:f actual height, width M peroent. In bleok three 

the average height 1a 120 percent, and width 13'7 peroent. In 
block nn the ayerage height 1a 150 percent, width, 150. In 

block three accuracy and squaring are at their JMld:anw while 

1n block one both aocurao:, and. squaring ape leas• P1Dal.17, 
in block t1ve both the accuracy and aquaring are at111 leaa 

in virtue of' a 50 percent discrepancy 1n both height and 

width. 

Part 'llfelve 

Ind1Yid'aala are __.. 

aona1atent with tha-

aelvea 1n ••king the1r Judgllenta than are grcmpa or 1Dd1d.4-

ual•·• ·1n other woz-da the r-ange er d1atr1bllt1on or :ta 

both of height and width and~ squaring 1• due to 41t.f'er-

encea between individual.a rather than to nattering .jadg-

menta within g1Yen individual.a. 

Platea IX and X 4aaonat!late this .f'aot and ab.ow that the 

oona1atenc7 hold• within 1nd1Yiduala .f'ram poa1t1on to poa1-

tlon, tram method to method, and tram block to blNk. 







Part ~teen -----
Dittezaenoe Between Ind1Y1duala 
_!!!! Groupe !!! Squaring 

'?he tendenoy toward squaring 

ahows more com1stency within 

individuals than it does between 1nd.1vidual.a. Like the luds-
ments ot aize the indirtduala retained their own conaiatenc7 

under the d.1tterent conditions although the actual amount ot 

squaring was made greater or less owing to a given condition. 

'1'he range ot all individuals 1'Pom the least amount ot 
squaring to the most squaring tor all poai tiona and tor all 

blocks waa 50.6. The greatest range ot llDJ' individual 1n 

any position waa 24.'1. The least range was 1.9 tor a given 

position. The leaat average range tor the tour metbada 

4.'1 and the waa 16.1. 'fhe average ot all lnd1Y1duala 

was 10.0. 

Part Fourteen -----
General D1tterencea Between Trained 

Balve ObaerTera. Vinal. J'udP!":ta 
'fhrougbout the ire-

aentation ot the re-
aulta there haTe appeared differences between the giaoup o.t 

trained obaez-Tera and the untrained group. The apparent 

ditterenoea between these two groups are d1tt1cult to de-

scribe in quantitat1Te terms. In the following paragraph 

will be presented the ditterencea between the two grooupa u 

shown by the experimental data. 110 attempt in th1a a-.t1on 

will be made to interpret the ditterencea. 
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In comparing two visual forms untrained obaerTers under-

estimate the etandard wh1J.e the trained obseners ahond the 

opposite tend.ency, that of overeat1mat1ng the standard. 'fhese 

di verging tendenc1ee were oona1stant tor both height and 

width. 

'fhe trained obaerYera tended to aquare the T11!1U&l. torm 
more than the untrained obsel'"9ntra. 

In their judgment of tactual the ,mtrained 

are more conaiatant, aa shown bJ' higher mode• in 

the curTea of distribution. '?he trained obaenera g1w more 

exaggerated and t'requent bSaodaJ. d1atribut1ona. 

Part P1ttee ----
Differential Effect ot Position en 
Trained and •al" obi;rvera ----- --- -----

'fa'bl.e V ahowa the etteot 

of position upon the two 

groups ot obaernra. It ldll be found that the vertical 

position favors an OTereat1aat1on ot both height and width 'bJ' 
the trained obaenera, wbile the horizontal poa1 tian fayora 

overestimation 1n the untrained obaerTera. '1'he Yert1cal poa1-

t1on tavora more undereat1:mat1on of' height and width by the 

trained group ot obaerYera al. though both groups do a great 

deal ot undereatimating. In other words, the trained obaen-

era do more undereat1mat1ng in the horizontal position than 

do the untrained and the ditterence la lncreaaed 1n tba Terti-

cal poa1 t1on. 
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'.rhe untrained obaerYera make more judgments toward squar-

ing on both the horizontal and vertical positions. Xn the 

former position they are in excess of the trained group to 
the extent ot judgments and 1n the latter poai-

tion to the extent ot one hundred and t'i:tty-two 

Part Sixteen ----
Di.tterent1al Et:feot or Jtetbod 
on Trained and Ba!nObaernra -----------

11'he aotiye method ot u:plor-

at1on 1111pporta approzimatel.J' 

twioe •• much squaring •• doea the paaa1ve method. '1'he un-

trained group do more squaring 1n both methods than doea the 

trained grOllp• but the greater exoeaa ot aquai-1ng oooura under 

the passive method. 'l'h1.a 1IOl1ld 1nd1oate that the. two metboda 

have oppoa1 ta erreota on squaring 1n the two gronpa of' ob-

Part SeYenteen 

Dit'terential E(feot1or Sise,!! Block 
Upon Trained ,!!!! Ba ft ObaerTera 

'fh.e aeries of tin 

blocks •• a whole 1a 

undereat1mated JllUOh ..-e by the trained subjeota tban bJ' tbe 

untrained. Aa the blocks become progressively amaller t.bia 

ditterenoe 1• increased. 

hble Y ahcnrs this difference between the two groupa 

with reapeot to und.ereat1mat1on of the ftrioua block•• In 

blook one the 1;wo groapa are about eftll. In block two the 

trained OTereatlmate a little mGl"e than do the untrained. In 
block three the two groa.pa are about the aame. In blook tnr 
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the trained overestimate r ... r timea. In block f'in the 

trained oTereat1mate tar leas then the untrained. 

A a1m1l.ar trend is f'ound between the two groups 1n the 

extent of squaring. The trained aqua.re the blocks l.eaa than 

the untrained and the difference beoaaes progreasinl.y gr-eat-

er aa the bl.ooka become smaller. 

It woul.d appear as 1f' BflU&r1ng and the range of' d1atr1 .. 

bu.t1on 1n rel.at1on to the standard torm are ol.oael.7 related. 

In both the larger bl.ock and ••l.ler bl.ock there occm-a a 

greater breadth 1n the d1atr1but1on of judgments and al.ao 

a l.eaa amount ot squaring, hence 1t woal.d ••• that the ex-

tremes or a1se deatN>y both accuracy 1n judgment and at the 

same time the tendency toward •J'Dlll81.r7• '!hroughout, the 

untrained obaervera are J110re accurate am make their Tiau.al. 

1'1gurea more •Jll!l•tr1oal.. 'fh1• tact ertdentl7 meana that 

accuracy dependa upon 1. ••• a peroeption of pro-

portion, rather than upon an anal.yt1oal Jmsaent of' diaoret.e 

and w14tba. 

,!!!:!Eighteen 

Reaulta fNa BalYe Obaerwra on 
Screen, cliiiea .!!!! Parallelop•au 

Pl.ate XVIII and 'fable VIII 
g1T8 the Naulta or the 

ateriopoatio reoogn1t1on and 14entitioat1on t'r-. ene hand-

red and th1rt7-f'1Ye nd w obaerYera who judged aoreena, oubea, 

and parallelogpama. 

It waa oharacterlatic of' all the reaponaea of' al.l the 
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observers on the visual recosnition of tactually perceived 

objects that they were not at all sure of their recognition 

and preferred that the choice be taken more as a guess tl18.n 

a judgment.. In not a single ease wns any judgment mn~e with 
' 

the least suggestion of certainty. There occurred many 1n-

stanoes in which the observer would maintain that none of 

the objects in the visual series was representative of the 

tactually perceived object. 

Dua to individual differences in the rapidity of finger 

movement, judgments of screens varied widely. To the inex-

perienced a rapid movement in the perception of wire screen 

gives the perception of a much finer mesh than a more firm 

and deliberate movement gives. 

A. Wire Screens In the distribution of judgments of the -
wire screens there is seen a tendency to select the next step 

larger mash. There occurs twice a.s many recognitions of 

larger mesh than an.aller mesh. Many subjects reported that 

their choices between screens 1 and 2 were determined by the 

fact that screens 1 and 2 wel"e most 11ke the cormnon window 

screen e.nd that the tactual screen felt much like the tactual 

memory of window screen. 

B. Cubes The recognition of cubes reveals ample evidence -
that the observers perceived a tactual cube larger th.an the 

same cube perceived _visually. Although the mode in the dis-

tribution of recognitions fall upon the correct sample in 

fifty-one cases, 1n sixty-seven eases larger cubes were 



selected. On only seventeen cases were cubes identified 

that were too smal.l • 
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.Q. • Parallelograms It is quite evident from the distribu-

tion of visual recognitions of the perallelogrmns that the 

form of a figure of varying angles and widths is less accu-

rately perceived than formw1th a variation simply 1nmngni-

tude. It was impossible to insure a strict following of 

instructions 1n judging the parallelograms for the observers 

were so bewildered by the form of the diamond shaped figure 

that they abandoned any criteria of form and would resort 
. -

to a comparison of lengths of .lines and widths of angles. 

The table of distribution shows that only thirty-seven judg-

ments were correct; fifty-six were identified with samples 

approaching a squarer form and forty-two with parallelogrmno 

which were receding from a square i'igw:,e. 

Pal't Nineteen 

Qualitative Results from -----Jtldgments _2! Blocks 

for the experiment: 
n 

Unsolicited comments and remarks 

uttered by observers while sitting 

Naive Observers 

l. "The tactual. figure is not straight." 

2. "The apparatus isnt t large enough to represent the 
blook.n 

3. "The block has an irregular form.n 

4. "The angles of the block are not right angles." 



s. "The bl.ocks appear to be diamond shaped." 

6. "I cannot make the aperture fit the block." 

Trained Observers 
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1. H.B. "They all seem to be the same size with the 

except ion of the small one." 

2. H. B, 11 The bigness 1s not con1?rolled by the size 

of the block." 

3o H. B. "They all seem like a square." 

4. E. N. "The judgment seems wrong but I can• t do any-

thing about it.n 

5. E. N. "The block seemed awfully big but suddenly 

began to shrink on ma." 

Q• E. N. "The longer I explore it the smaller it 

becomes." 

7. R. w. "This one and the next one seem very muoh al1ko." 

a. R. w. "When compari.ng the tactual and visual the 

tactual slwinks." 

9. R. w. "VJhan I close my eyes the tactual lengthens." 

10. R, w. "When I open my eyes and look at the visual 

aperture they swell." 

11. R. w. 11 The block ·gets small.er as I put my hand on it." 

12 •. c. w. "I noticed that I was making them too large 

when I looked at the size of my left hand upon the crank. 

My hand was too small when I remembered the figure I hnd 

just mnde." 

13. c. w. "I don't see how I could ho.ve possibly made 

it so big." 



sa 
These excerpts show definitely the dearth of' criteria 

with which an observer can make a comparison between a tae-

tually perceived object and a visual one. It will be shown 

later that these criteria depend exclusively upon the fact 

that the tactual. perception is as much visual as it 1s tac-

tual. In fact,_ there ere no tactual. criteria, as such, 

enabling the observer to make his judgment. Hence the dis-

crepancy between the actual sizes of the t-ao figures, the 

tactual and the visual. 

Summary 2£ Introspections· 

1. Tactual perceptions of form a.re distorted through 

lack of' possible criteria of judgment. 

2. Tactual perceptions of size lack definiteness for 

the same reason. 

3. Both tactual form and siz~ are recognized by the 

observers as Qeing unreliable and without criteria. 

4. Jud@llents rationally determined were rendered with 

more confidence than purely perceptual. judgments. 

5. Apparent movement takes pl.ace in tactual.-visunl 

perception. 

Part Tvren~ ----
Apparent Movement At the close of the· sixth or last sitting 

each of the trained observers was given 

a. test i"or tactual apparent movem~nt. The procedure 1' or this 
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. consisted 1n presenting block three in the horizontal posi-

tion with the instruotions previously given for the active 

method. He was told to examine the figure veey carefully 

about the edges and to adjust the diapl1ragms so that the 

visual. figure matched in size the perception of the block • 
. 

When this was accomplished ha was instructed, fllt'thor, to 

i"ixe.te the visual figure in the diaphragm carefully and at 

the same time to place his hand upon the block in the mannor 

of the passive method. After this was done the observer was 

asked to report how the two sizes of the same figure were 

reconciled• what the appearance was of the figure in the 

diaphragm end 'What the appearance was of the figure under 

the hand. 

Three of the ten observers reported that all changes 

took place in visual imagery of the hand and of the block 

tmder the hand. Two of these three reported that tho bloclt 

under the hand ap:[B ared to become larger. One reported that 

he could feel the block get larger during the change, but -
this we.s a visual-tactual "feeling." 

Five of the ten subjects were able to perceive an 

apparent movement upon the figure in the diaphragm. Also 

at times soma of them would report an enlargement of the 

visualized block under the hand. 

Tv10 of the subjects were able to get no transitional 

changes in the perceptions of size. They were aware thnt 

change 1n size had occurred but were not aware of anything 
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until after ~t had happened. 

Intr·ospections Apparent Movement. 
l. E. N. "I visualized rrry- finger movements as I stretched 

out my hand to place it over the block." 

2. il:. N. "The changes are 1n the tactual figure visu-

alized in the hand." 

3 0 T. P. "A definite visual shrinking took plnce in the 

block in my hand. It moved in on all sides at once." 

4. R. w,. "on one side of the visual figure the move-

ment takes place, both as a shortening and as a lengthening 

of the line. It occurs at the opposite end from that wlrl.oh 

1s fixated. I onn produce it on both the vertical and hori-
zontal lines. I :mtist get an actual equality of vividness 

between the tactual and visual perceptions of the squares 

before movement will occur." 

5. Ro w. "The movement of the hand appears to correlate 

perfectly with the visual apparent movement. It functions 

when the visualized perception of the tactual square, or 

form, flits up to the visual form on the diaphragm. Then 

the tactual size is- perceived in the apparent movement and 

when the tactual returns the visual form :ttetracts to the 

visual size. 11 

a. Ro w. "The change is very rapid and is not always 

perceived as movement, but merely as a change that has 

taken place." 

7. w. w. "While I am fixating the diaphragm. I can_ see 
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the tactual block shrink. It is projected up on the aperture 

with tts sides coinciding with the sides of the aperture. 

The sbrinldng takes place upon the aperture." 

a. K. s. "Wl~~n the tactual object is again perceived 

the visual figure increases in size. It changes on all sides 

1n a visual outward movement." 

9. H.B. "When I grasped the b1ook it got bigger. It 

was a. visual swelling of the presSUI'e pattern in my hand." 

10. H.B. "With a. passive grasp of the block and by 

shifting my hand pressure lightly from one side to the other 

I can see one side of the visual figure extend 1n both 

directions when I fixate the center of the side." 

Summarz .2f. Introspective 
1. Apparent movement may take place upon either tho 

tactual or the visual figure. as an effort is made to correct 

a discrepancy between the two perceptions of size. 

2. Ordinarily, apparent movement involves the shrinlt• 

ing or s~lling of the whole figure. 

3o With en analytical attitude, however, apparent move-

ment may involve but· a single side of the visual figure. 

4. Under an analytical attitude. the movement may be 

perceived 1n a single side as moving in either direction or 

in both directions when the side is fixated 1n the middle. 

s. The movement may occur in the form of concrete visual 

imagery or 1n highly schematized visual imagery. 

6. Under the conditions of our experiment. tactual pro-

cesses, as such, do not yield apparent movement. Th.a move-

ment 1s seen, not felt. 
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As a part of this investigation a 

brief study was made of the visual 

recognition of relatively simple forms that were originally 

examined tactually. Here the plaster of Paris basrelief 

casts, x., Y., and z., described on page 51 were used. Nine 

of the ten trained observers were employed in this part of 

the investigation. 

The procedure consisted of presenting to the observer 

fo:r tactual examination the figures x., Y., and z., in 

order, in a horizontal position, in successive thirty second 

periods. The exposures were repeated in fifteen second 

intervals as many times as it was necessary for the observer 

to distinguish one figure from another tactually. \?hen the 

observer was able to designate each figure correctly as 

x., Y., or z. when they were presented to him, tactually, 

the series was considered learned. Upon completion of 1earn-

ing., the figures were presented to the observer visually in 

a vertical position in haphazard order, and tha observer was 

again asked to designate them by the letters x., Y., z., He 

was instructed not to gu.ess. 

Out of the group or nine observers eight were able to 

make correct identification or x., Y., and z., visually. 

One subject was able to recognize differentially none of the 

figures Visually as the ones he had examined taotua1ly. 



Thezae wezae marked individual. differences in the number of 

repetitions required for the original learning. 

Co1m11ents made~ Observers dlll'ing Tactual 
Learning upon Visual. Presentation 
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1. H. B. ( tactual) "The figure gives me the visual 

suggestion of the grooved drains in the bottom of a silver 

platter." 

2o H. B. "Tha lmobs are like the buds on a tree." 

3. H. B. (vieual) "The figures look a sight different 

from what I felt. Didn't mean anything like this. Z. fur-

nished no suggestion of a fi'tog." 

H. B.•s visual identifications were correct; his tactual 

learning.vary rapid. Contour of gross form. alone. was the 

eriterion of identification. Perceptual form was completed 

in visual imagery. 

4. K. s. ( tactual) "Y. seems lilte a leaf where it 

fastons to .a tree. The two openings in z. seem like two 

pockets, one deeper than the other. They al.J. seem as if 

they may be enlargements of the capsules of the sense organs 

of touch. Y.and z. seem very much alike." 

5. K. s. {visual) "The objects are not at all what I 

thought thoywere." 

K. s.•s identifications were perfect. Tactual learning 

was very slow. This observer was vecy inept at tactual in-

vestigation. Criterion of visual identification: Spaces 
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between appendages and neck. Perceptual form was completed 

visually. 
6. w. w. (tactual) "The spaces betv,een the parts make 

them look like points on an arrow." 

7 • W. W. nThe parts are not meaningful but look like 

nonsense figures pressed out." 
s. w. w. (visv..a1) "I had no lmowledge as to what they 

reallyweFe." 

W. W. ts visual recognitions weFe perfect. Learning 

quite slow. 0Fiter1a of identification weFe the spaces be-

tween the parts. Perceptual form was carried in visual 

imagery. 

9. E. N. (tactual) "They all have the suggestion of 

fish about them. They all have openings in the tails. 

10. E. N. (visual) "They are quite different from what 

I thought, especially Y. and z,.n 

E. N.•s identifications were correct. Learning was 

rapid. Criterion of identification was the form of the 

appendages, especially the tall, feet and legs, constructed 

into visual-tactua.l wholes. 

11. T'. P. (tactual) This subject showed remarkable 

tactual perception by immediately recognizing the different 

figures, correctly differentiating out •head,' tfins,' •leg,' 
. ' 

•arms,' and tfeet.• "They seam like figures pressed out, as 

for eT..ample in Y., the figure appears like the ginger-bread 

man." 
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12. T. P. (visual) "They ara mu.ch more definite in out-

line and some different 1n shape.n 

T. P. 's identifications were correct~ Learning was very 

rapid with great aptitude for tactual exploration. Criteria 

of identification were the meaningful figures themselves~ 

imagined with the aid of visual imagery. 

13. R. w. (tactual) "The figures 8.1'8 synnnetrical and 

suggest leaves and branches; also geometrical designs. In 

my visual imagery they are similar in plan but different in 

complexity •. The perception as a whole is entirely visual and 

I can get nothing without finger movement. x. suggests an 

anchor while z. suggests a lyre. 

14. R. w. (visual) nI never once suspected they were 

animals.n R. w. identified none correctly. He identified 

x. as Y. and Y. as z. Learning was Fapid with very rapid 

tactual exploration. Had no tactual criterion which would 

serve to identify the figures visually. Visual imagery dom-

inated in the tactual exploration. 

15. R. K. (tactual.) "Took it for granted that they are 

nonsense figures and noticed details." 

16. R. K. {visual) "I hadn't the slightest notion they 

were meanil1gful figuPes. 

R. K.•s identifications were correct. Tactual learning 

was rather slow. Criteria of identif1ont1on were the differ-

ent details and their spatial relation to the larger mnss of 

the figure. Tactual experiences were formed in visual terms. 
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17. D. P. (tactual) "One end of x. and Y. look like the 

tail of a fish; and the legs of z. suggest a :frog. 

18. D. P. (visual) "Z• was not quite that sort of a frog." 

D. P.•s identifications were correct. Tactual learning 

was slow and carefully minute. Criteria of identification 

were the visual-tactual meaningful. figures themselves with 

some of the smaller details verified verbally. 

19. M. R. (tactual) "They all have corresponding bumps 

at one end. Some are smaller and none of them have the same 

position." 

20. ,M. R. (visual) 111 did not know what they were, so 

did just what you said end learned to tell them apart." 

M. R.•s identifications were correct. Taotual learning 

was careful and rather fast. Ha confined tactual examination 

mostly to the pectoral append.ages. Criteria of identificn-

tion were. the different sizes of the •fins• and , front limbs., 

The spatial arrangements of these appendages was the final 

deciding cue in the identification, perceived in visual-

taotual. wholes. 

Surame.ry 2£ Introspect! ve 

1. ill perceptions of tactual size., form., and complex-

ity were formed by means of visual imagery. 

2. In the act or visua1 identification tactual exper-

ianees become parts of new visual wholes. 

3. All visual-tactual perceptions of form. gained through 
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tactual.methods, prove, upon visual inspection, to be dis-

torted. 

4. Well- fo:rmed tactual-visual figures, formed without 

the aid of objective vision, take on more complete meaning 

upon visual inspection. 

s. The act of visually identifying a visual-tactual 

form is a very complicated and facile cognitive process of 

expanding an incomplete visual-tactual whole into a much more 
' . 

organized, differentiated, and meailingfu1 visual perception. 

This expansion does not come about by the adding together of 

discrete Visual-tactual parts. It is a sudden, creative 

process which may involve the use of verbal imagery, but it 

is based upon poorly organized original perceptions, even 

upon sketchy visual-tactual perceptions of single parts of 

the original figure. 
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VI. Discussion 

If the results of this investigation confirm the conclu-

sions of Gelb and Goldstein regarding the importance of the 

visual processes in all sensory perceptions and the conclu-

sions ~f Wheeler and Cutsforth regarding the nature of the 

synaesthetic consciousness it is necessary to reconstitute 

the concept of consciousness so that it will fit into the 

hypothesis which such findings seem to delineate o The pres-

ent trend of experimental work upon the special a ens es is to 

attribute ever increasing amounts of perception to central 

organization. The post-injury consciousness of Gelb and 

Goldstein's patient and the consciousness of a synaesthetic 

subject.give evidence of a ·further step in the direction 

either of cortical org:mization or of organization in the 

nervous system as a whole. S~esthetic processes reveal. 

consciousness as unified and operating under the dominance 

of one sensory modality. The. post-injury patient of Gelb and 

Goldstein presents a picture of a consciousness in which the 

organization of the whole has been part1a1ly destroyed. 

It has been a criticism. of configurational psychology 

that the principle of figure and ground and the phenomenon 

of closure can be demonstrated only in the field of vision. 

This criticism, when applied to a unified consciousness which 

functions as a sensory whola, is inval~d, first, because it 

implies that there would exist no other sensory awareness in 
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which the phenomenon could operate, and second, it implies 

that the field of vision would be the on1y one in which the 

observer could find awareness. That is to say, if our aware-

ness does possess a continuous, organized unity, as it appears 

to do, this homogenous continuity of consciousness nmst have 

its expression in terms of some highJ.y organized pattern of 

energy. 

In order to construct a genetic concept of a sensory 

consciousness., so organized, it is necessary to begin with 

the direction of conscious differentiation which takes place 

in the early infant. Tlwough the influences of prenatal 

maturation the infant is as he is when he 1s born with the 

possibility of considerable muscular movement, but an unknov,n 

amount of receptivity to exteroceptive stimulation. His 

muacul.ar movements are general and the results of total un-

differentiated nerve patterns., but they are organized. The 

sense of sight 1s slow to ftmction with the result that the 

kinaesthetic processes have a temporal advantage for several 

days. However, the comparative irogress of a child who bas 

his sight, and the congenital blind child shows very soon 

that sight is a very early factor in the differentiation of 

muscular coordination. r.iovement of the hands and feet become 

organized mol'e rapidly into differentiated pattel'ns with the 

result that the seeing child is walking months, if not years, 

before the child who is deprived of visual organization. 

If vision is of such importance in the perception and 
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org9.!lization of differentiated muscular movements which are 

already started when the child is born it is legitimate to 

suppose that :vision is also employed in the organization of 

all the interocaptive. and exteroceptive 'sensations• which 

the infant experiences. Thi.a is precisely what tho preva-

lency of synaesthesia among children would indicate. 

The patient of Gelb and Goldstein illustrates the ex-

tent to which kinaasthesis and everytlrl.ng relating to bodily 

awareness is inextricably dependent upon vision. The patient 

was not only not awe.re of the position of moved limbs but was 

not able to cognize the difference between up and down with-

out the aid of cognitive rational processes. In introspec-

tive observation, the synaesthetic subject can observe for 

himself the visual equivalents without which the patient is 

sensorially helpless, and which the average human being, 

even most·so-called trained observers erroneously ascribe to 

the perceptions of discrete qualitatively pure .sensory pro-

cesses. 

The problem of the interrelations of the senses is one 

which psychologists seldom understand. How is it possible, 

when consoiouaness depenns upon a visual unity, to dif'feren-

tiat·e between modalities, such as touch and hearing? More-

over, how is it possible to determine the particular origin 

of a visual sensation 1f vision is tlJa only modality employed 

in v1s1on? Such a situation would naturally permit of no 

other differentiating qualities which would, if they ware 
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present, identify the som:-ee of the visual sensation. Unfor-

tunately, theI>e is no brief, c oneise answer to these questions 

far thay involve an entirely new concept of the unitary 

organization of consciousness. 

In terms or Titchenerian psychology the visually organ-

ized consciousness is all one big stimulus-error., but it is 

nn tarx,or' which the seeing individual cannot help but make. 

In other words., it is not an error at all but an inherent 

aspect of );8roeptua.1 processes even in the so-called non-

visual modalities. An observer perceives a nauseated feel-

ing 'in his stomach' in a visualized body or body that is 

visually schematized. His experience of nausea includes a 

visualized pulled-down face, teeth flooded with saliva, and 

a visual something down inside of a v1Sllal. self. 

We are ready to answer the first question, phenomeno-

logically. E1-periences that are supposed to be exclusively 

organic, kinaesthetic or auiitory. are perceived and differ-

entiated within visual wholes. Differences in pattern, not 

differences in pureness of simple qualities. diffet'e11tiate 

one modality from 8.f2'?tlwr ._ In the seeing observer• all 

modalities involve vision. In answering the second question 

it is only necessary to reflect that vision# in tu.Fn1 

possesses qualitative differentiation within itself but that 

here. again. the simplest experience contains more than one 

quality--a red contains yellow or blue, a green contains 

yellow or blue, and so on. Yellow and red are as immediately 
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· perceptible in orange, as orange is itself, to the analytical 

observer. 

But this is not the whole story. The observer suffering 

from nausea treats the entire experience, including its via-

ual aspects as if it were mibjective. On the other hand the --
congenital blind person who perceives the whistle of a fac-

tory off .in the distance perceives it in terms or his kinaes-

thetic organization which 1s subjective, but he treats bis 

experience as an objective one, 1. e., he behaves as if the 

experience were objective. The degree to which two differ-

ent organizations, the visual and the kinaesthetic• oan be-

come, respectively, subjective and objective, depends upon 

the emplo'3lllent of a cognitive, rational 'as if' experience. 

In distinguishing, therefore, between sense modalities, 

the quality is not the sufficient criterion at all; it is 

esaantinlbut the differentiation depends upon the existence 

of larger experiential vrholes and before the differentiation 

is complete that whole must be as comprehensive e. one o.s is 

often described by the terms subjeotive end objective. 

'l'he aspects of visual. perception which are exclusively 

objective are brightness, color, form, extent, position, and 

movement. As -::,et psychology ho.a been unable to discover 

anything equivalent to theso in su.bjeot1ve, kinaesthetic per-

ceptions for the simple reason that observations of the 

latter have always been made by seeing individuals whose 

kinaesthetic experiences are rendered objective, 1. o., are 

given i'orm, extent, position, and movement, through vision. 
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Once vision develops in the indi. vidual. the original. chnrn.ctor 

of kinaesthetic perceptions, if there sre any. as such., is 

J.ost in a visual organization. They are transformed into 

visual-kinaesthetic wholes in which ldnaesthesis as such 

loses all identifying charaoteristics and beoomes a homogen-

ous experience that,: in terms of William James. can be desig-

nated but neither defined nor described. It becomes a parent 

process in the sense in which Wheeler end Cutsforth have 

previously used this term. 

Let us now CSZ:'ry the discussion one step farther. It 

has been argued from a nativistic point of view that the con-

genital blind possess concepts of form and space similar to 

those of seeing individuals. The proof for such assertions 

has come from operative cases of the congeni.tal bl.ind who 

have had an obstruc t1on to their vision removed through an 

operation. Conclusions from these cases are utterly unre-

J.iable for it is impossible to conceive of a condition 1n 

which a retina6 prepared to function as soon as the obstacle 

was .removed., was not previously a functioning retina. If' a 

retina is to develop to the point at·which it is capable of 

f'unetioning it 11111st have had previous stimulation of diffuse 

.light which possessed brightness. extent, form and movement., 

or else these aspects oi' vision have their beginnings in 

visual. eJQ?eriences which come about through maturation of an 

optio system without the aid of externa1 stinml.ation. Thia 

latter possibility- is not entirely without the range of com-
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prehens1on since it is now lmown that organisms are capable 

of making organized movements without previous stimlllation, 

indeed, without the so-called sensory half' of the nervous 

system. (Carmichael, Tracy.) There ere many arguments which 

cannot be advanced here, indicating the possibility that the 

congenital. blind do have some degree of vision. These prob-

lems will be taken UP in a subsequent paper. 

In the case of the adventitious blind the evidence for 

the point of view advanced here 1s clearcut. With the lapse 

of time a process takes place which is the reverse of the 

one described for the growing, seeing infant 1n whom kinaes-

thesis becomes objectified through vision. In the adventi-

tious blind, vision becomes •subjectified' through kinaes-

thesis, but the vision is never entirely lost, any more than 

ldnaesthesis is entirely lost in the growing seeing child. 

In the adventitious blind., brightness, color, form and extent, 

position and movement undergo a phenomenological reorganiza-

tion tovmrd a consciousness that becomes less differentiated 

visually, but none the less definite. Brightness becomes 

flea ting and splotc~1ed; colors, fleeting and. faded; form be-

comes less clear-cut, extents are broken up; and movement is 

less well localized, less true in direction. This progressive 

process is merely one phase of the well known dit:i'erenees that 

exist between visa.al perceptions and visual imagery in the 

seeing. In the adventitious blind, as these changes go on, 

they become identified with the physical person, 1. e., 
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bodily perceptions with a $11.bjective reference. 

In the terms of orthodox psychology this process is er-

roneously described as the dying out of visual imagery and 

as a vicarious functioning of tactual and kinaesthetic pro-

cesses. But this is certainly not the ease. Sensory and 

1m.ag1nal processes are just as definitely visual as they 

ever ware, but they lose, tl'lrOugh the law of least action, 

their discreteness of form, movement, .extent, color and 

b1'1ghtness. It is necessary to distinguish between definite-

ness of visual process and distinctness of form, color, 

movement and the like. 

As time goes on recognizable brightness and color may 

disappear altogether. The visual field which is at all 

times present, is reduced to homogeneity so far as brightness 

and color are concerned so that the qualitative character of 

the field is ,mrecognizable. The rield bas been reduced, 

qualitatively, to a •parent process,' merely, visualness. 

The adventitious blind are definitely awaFe of visualness 

with no discernible brightness or color. Visual perceptions 

of form and extent, then, still exist but they az-e •non-

sensoryt with respect to the aspects of color and brightness. 

With respect to ~rightness and color they are static, as is 

the case in pure phi. 
If a seeing individual loses his sight at a sufficiently 

early age this progressive dropping out of differentiated 

visual detail occurs early and leaves the pe:rason with so 
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~eager a memory of visual processes that he can no longer 

recognize visualness and hence identifies all experiences by 

referring to the remaining sense organs of' touch-and kinaes-

thasis. 

Thus it is that. 1n terms of our previous discussion of 

objectivity versus subjectivity, the adventitious blind per-

ceives a diminution in the objectivity of' tactual. and kinaes-

thetic experiences, the same diminution of objectivity that 

would_ appear toe. seeing person when he first sees a frog nnd 

then feels of one. The shii't from Qbjectivity to subjectiv-

ity is merely a change of organization of pattern 1n which 

bodily reference takes the place of external reference, with-

out the disappearance of visualness. 

Those adventitious blind who have developed synaesthesia 

exhibit a level of tactual-kinaesthetic-visual organization 

midway between the seeing individual and the blind who have 

lost their sight very early in life. In these cases of' SJD.-

aesthesia the concrete visual imagery 1.mdergoes disorganiza-

tion, yet there is an organization of' non-visual processes 

to a high degree of' visual definiteness, intensity, color 

and brightness. All cognitive processes take place 1n 

terms of' highly objectified visual processes. They represent 

patterns in which max:tmmn energy in the preservation of a. 

visual system, and least action, have found a convenient 

equilibrium. Absolute objectivity and relative subjectivity 

have found the same balance as they did 1n cases in which all 
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objective imagery faded out to equalize the subjectivity of 

tactual and kinaesthetic processes. 

Still further evidence for our hypothesis is found in 

the field of pathology. The patient of' Gelb and Goldstein 

employed two different methods·of bodily localization. One 

appeared to be on the order of' a 'simple reflex' which ran, 

its course without the aid of any volitional effort. It 

possessed but a very low degree of conscious organization, 

if s:ny at all, while in process. The second method was 

highly voluntary and extremel.y effortful. The l.ocalization 

would be ma.de_ by first making general movements all through-

out the musculature of the body and from out this mass of 

kinaesthetic activity more local organizations of musculBI' 

activity would differentiate out until the spot was cognized. 

Tbis was not a one to one process between the kinaesthesis 

and the rest of the conscious field but through intermediate 

cognitive, rational processes by means of which he object-

ified the spot. He was forced to objectify the spot as 

some congenitally blind would_ have to do, by an 'as 1ft 

mode of behavior. 

We all possess these two forms of localization, both 

the seeing and the congenital. blind, but in tha case of the 

seeing the •reflex• form ot localization involves no aware-
ness. It is apparently mediated by a movement made ,mder the 

control of lower bra.in centers (automatic associative move-

ments). But the observer can volimtarily become aware after-
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wards that he has localized the spot through movement. This 

•reflex• localization has its phenomenological aspect~ we 

may suppose, 1n a tparent pr-ocess• analogous to that sensory 

pa.rent process which synaesthetic observers report. What-

ever it is, it cannot be described; it is an awareness tl10.t 

can only be designated; it is one of those subjective 

'impressions• which the average objective individual never 

experiences as such. It is experience reduced to homogeneity. 

It means that no sonsoey experience bas a discrete origin in 

a particular quality, but that sensory qualities are complex 

wholes, deriving their different aspects from more than one 

type of sense organ. Thus it follows that it 1 s no more 

difficult for a person to perceive sound waves clearly and. 

accurately in terms of visual experience than 1 t was for ot.U' 

observers to perceive the size, shape, and position of the 

blocks employed in this investigation. Both .are perceived in 

exactly the same way. Our observetts perceived the blocks 1n 

terms of visual expettiencas. The observers perceived the 

blocks just 'as if' they were feeling them and soma of them 

still do in spite o~ the introspective analysis they mada of 

the perceptions. The writer investigated a case of eidetic 

imagery 1n which a college girl possessed a degt"ae of visual 

organization sufficient to enable her to project a negative 

after image fi,om a tactually perceived ball which she had 

never seen, and believed to be red. Another college girl 

was so visually organized that the sound of a tuning 
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.fork would bleach out a field of colored paper to a gray. 

In these two cases the relative subjectivity ha.a approached 

very near to the absolute objective relation in visual per-

ception. Still the •as if' sensory connotation persisted., 

for the tv10 subjects were just as aware of their specific 

sensory processes as the average man in the street. 

Conclusions 

1. Under all our experimental conditions discrepancies 

occur between the ttactualt perception of size and 

the visual. perception of the same size. 

2. The discrepancy between 'tactual' and visual per-

ceptions of the same form occur in all individuals, 

with the different forms end sizes of standards and 

under all methods and positions employed 1n the 

investigation. 

A. Within individuals the extent of the discrep-

ancy may runo,mt to a plus or minus 47 percent 

of the standard. 

B. Within_ a group the average discrepancy may 

amount to a plus or minus 12 percent of the 

standard. 

3. The extant of the discrepancy occurring between 

•tactual' and visual perceptions of' the srune size 

is gr:'eater for the trained subjects than for the 
untrained. 
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A. The difference between the two groups is due to 

the more analytical attitude of the trained 

subjects who employed more discrete and isolated 

criteria in forming their jud@Uents. 

The discrepancy between the two perceptions or the 

same size was greater when the active method was 

employed than with the passive method. 

A. The active method of tactual exploration favors 

·a more analytical perception of .form. by am-

phasizing the discreteness of height and width. 

B. The passive method of exploration favors a 

tactual perception of the entire form as a 

whole in which both height and width ere in-

cluded not as discrete aspects but as a proportion. 

5. The discrepancy .between •tactual• perceptions of 

size and visual perceptions of the same size is 

greater when the •tactual• perception is made with 

the object in a vertical position than when it is 

made in a horizontal.·position • 
. 

A. Vertical •tactual• perceptions are made with 

less manual facility and dexterity. The per-

ception 1s less homogenous and the criteria for 

making the judgment are less reliable. 

60 Discrepancies between the perception of'tactua! size 

end v1.sual perception of the same size ere 
-

grea tar when the standards are extremely l~rge 

or extremely small. 
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6. A.. Objeots whose size is convenient for ma.rmal. 

exploration lend themselves to more accurate 

perceptions of 1 taetual.• size. 

r-1. A1 though imd.erest:1.ma tion and overestimation of both 

height·ana. width·do occur~ underestimations of both 

height and width are the usual tY,Pe of discrepancy. 

·a. The underesti.TJUltion of height occurs more often than 

the underestimation of width. 

9. In the act of matching a visual form to a tactual 

rectangle. a figure more closely approaching a 

squar-e is usuall.y produced. 

10. In the act .of matching a visual form to a visual 

rectangle a .figure more closely approaching a square 

is produced. 

A. The squaring usually takes pl.ace in the direc-

tion of underestimating the height and either · 

underestima.tion of width to a less extent or an 

overestimation of width. 

B. Sometimes th.a squaring is produced by en ovor-

estim.ation of both height and width in the 

proper proportion. 

11. Similar squaring processes occur in both the visual 

and 1 tactual' perceptions of rectangul.ar form. There 

is a disposition to perceive the figure squarer than 

it is. 
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12~ Inaccuracies exist in •tactual• perceptions of ster-

eognostic objects. 

A. The inaecuraeies were found to exist in the 

•tactual' perception of wire screening, in the 

ttactua1' perception of cubes and in parallelograms. 

13. The •tactual' perception of proportion is the most 

re1iable basis upon which to construct a visual 

equivalent. 

A. Greater 1..'i'la.eeuracy occurs when less usable 

criteria are employed. 

14. The •tactual' perception of size and form is 
. . 

exclusively a visual. conf'iguration. 

15. No tactual patterns were found in the •tactual' 

perceptions of form. 
A. The perceptions of form we~e carried in visual 

ima.gery. 

B. Tactual qualities provide •texture-,• tbody, t 

and subjective reference but form~ extent, posi-

tion and organization are visual. 

16. Apparent movement occurs when the discrepancy between 

the 'tactual' and visual perceptions is noted. Then 

the movement occurs in the line o:r least aotion as 

a process of equilibration whereby one of the per-

ceptions is corrected to the other. This does not. 

however, eliminate the error. 

17. Apparent movement, under these conditions, is a 
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visual adjustment made to two visual extents pre-

viously pereaived 1n an erroneous fasluon as equal. 

18. This apparent movement differs in kind with dif-

ferent observers. 

A. Concrete appa:r.>ent movement occurs in those ind-

ividuals who perceive movement in their concrete 

visual imageey. Schematic apparent movement 

occ'Ul"s 1n those 1nd1vidua1s who ere able to por-

eeive the movement as divorced both from concrete 

objects and from the body. 

19. Apparent movement in its various forms and varieties 

1s always visual. under the conditions of Olll' experi-

ment. 

20. The exclusively visual nature or apparent movement 

confirms the fact that ttactua.11 pa.tte;t"Ils do not. 

as such, exist. 

21. The contimdty and uniformity of experience, as re-

vealed in this investigation, necessitate the field-

concept of sensations, in which one sensoey organi-

zation serves for all modalities. 

22. Throughout our investigation no evidence could be 

found which leads t'o the suspicion that a s ensoey . 

configuration of homogenous quality (tactunl) was 

organized upon the ground of another and different 

sensory quality• 

23. Visual imagery furnishes continuity between other-

wise discrete tactual features of complex •tactual• 
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perceptions •. such a.s varying intensities and 

qualities at different plac·es on the sldn. 

A. Visual imagery furnishes continuity between 

tactual figure and a conscious ground. The 

gcaound of •tactual• perception ia visual. 

24. The tactual experiences of our observers reveal, 

without exception, the phenomenon or synaesthesia. 

25. Within the limits of Ott[I investigation, •tactual' 

perceptions are always visual-tactual. It 1s evi-

dent that in the genetic development of these per-

ceptions, in seeing individuals• maturation and 

specialization take place only in visual proc~sses. 

not 1n the tactual. That is, tba form, localization, 

extent, movement and qualitative differentiation 

found 1n so-called •tactual' perceptions are funda-

mentally visual. 

A. This fact is consistent with the modern trend in 

psychology to dispense with a systematic differ-

entiation between visual sensation and visual 

image~. 

26. In the maturation and .specialization processes of 

the adventitious blind, visual processes still play 

the same role, except that brightness, hue and non-

contaotual projeotion may gradually disappear, al-

though •tactual' perceptions still depend upon visual 

extent, form, position, and movement. 
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27. These facts have a. direct bearing upon the problem 

of subjectivity and objectivity. Visual.-tactual 

perceptions or the seeing may rest upon a visual 

ground projected beyond the body. Visual-tactual. 
perceptions of the adventitious blind rest·upon a 

visual ground projected upon the body~ The former 
projection yields objectivity, the latter, subject-

ivity. Visual. processes in themselves, then, do 

not differentiate subjectivity from objectivity. 
28. The results of this experiment raise the probl.em of 

non-qualitative sensory processes. The adventitious 

blind. perce1v~ tactually in visual-tactual whol.es 
in which all recognizable brightness and hue have 
gone. With respect to these features the v_isual 

experience is homogenous. But visual extent, form, 

position and movement retain their ·identity, both 

in figure and 1n ground. 

It is suggested that seeing observers who report 

tactual and other non-visual. ex.perienees as sehem-

atizad viSU:elly, experience similar visual process-

es having form, extent, position 8.!!il movement with-

out hue or brightness. But such observers are not, 

as a rule, qualified to recognize the detail.s of 

the schemata as visual. 

29. Disorete, pure sensory qualities do not, as such, 

exist. An alleged pure sensory quality derives its 
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apparent discreteness from the unitBFy character 

and organization of the configuration of which it 

is a member. This eon.figuration, in the nature of 

the case, cannot be confined to one sense modality. 

The perceptual experience, however, is so objeeti-

fiod, and so unitary, that it is regarded as a 

simple experience by the average observer. 

30. The problem of discreteness of' sensory quality is 

bound up w1 th the problem of the self' in ways which 

have not hitherto been recognized. The ground on 

which tactual snd other non-visual experiences are 

figured, al.though iii is phenomenologically visual, 

is an aspect of the consciousness of' self', or in 

other wards, of that total.pattern from which ob-

jective experiences must emerge by an individuation 

process. were sensory qualities discrete, and not 

dependent, for their properties, upon this total 

pattern, there would be no way of identifying the 

quality either as something qual.itatively distinct 

or as the e ?t!)erience of an observer. 

31. The systematic implications of these results for a 

psychology of the emotions. for a psychology of the 

self~ for the psychoJ.ogy of personality, and for a 

psychological basis of epistemology, are reserved 

for a subsequen;t paper. 
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Table I 

Ranges or Judgments: Trained Subjects 
Tan Judgments for Each Method 

Block No. 1 

Prop. Ued. Range of 
Method Height Width median to Standard Squaring 

H w H w 

Subject R. Ke 
H.P.- 87- 96 72- 80 93.0 76.5 77.5 95.6 75.3-90.8 
H.A. 98-119 82- 94 117.0 92.0 97.5 115.0 75.2-84.7 
H.Vol.. 103-114 87- 92 112.0 91.0 90.3 l.14.0 76.3-88.3 
V.P. 110-123 89- 95 120.0 91.0 100.0 114.0 72.3-83.3 
V.A. 119-124 89- 94 120.0 93.0 100.0 116.0 71.7-79.9 v.vol. 118-126 91- 97 120.0 93.5 100.0 117.0 73.9-81.4 

Subjeot c. w. 
H.P. 107-133 77- 94 119.5 86.5 99.6 108.0 66.2-75.4 
H.A. 106-118 85-102 108.0 92.0 90.0 115.0 78.7-88.9 
H.Vol. 105-127 73- 96 116.0 as.a 98.9 110.0 68.2-77.7 
V.P. 95-108 60- 79 98.5 74.0 82.l 92.5 66.7-77.5 
V.A. 98-122 79-100 uo.o s11.o 91.7 109.0 77.6-88.0 
v.Vol. 81-1.16 59• BO 102.0 10500 85.0 88.1 65.1-'76.S 

Subject T. P. 
H.P. 95-105 72- 77 99.0 7S.5 82.5 94.4 70.5-80.8 
H.A. 91- 99 70- 74 96.0 '7lo5 ao.o -89.4 71.4-78.0 
H.Vol. 93-101 66- 75 98.0 72.5 81.7 90.6 '70.9-77.3 
V.P. 87- 97 60- 72 95.5 69.5 '79.6 B7.o ea.9-75.o 
V.A. 87- 96 65- 73 90.5 68.0 75.4 85.0 73.9-75.8 v.vo1. 88- 92 66- "/l 90.0 69,.0 76.0 86.2 75.0-78.9 

Subjeet w. w. 
H.P. 70- 99 55- 74 88.5 64.5 72.9 eo.6 65.9-90.0 
H.A. 66- 99 53- 76 74.0 58.0 61.7 72.s 74.3-8'7.a 
H.Vol. 70- 91 53- 72 84.0 63.0 70.0 '78.'7 68.1-83.3 
V.P. 81-111 65- 78 95.5 '71.5 79.6 89.4 '70.3-B0.2 
V.A. 70- 98 51- 6'1 75.0 5'1.5 62.5 '71.9 64.6-80.8 v.vo1. 74-100 60- 75 85.0 64.5 70.8 80.6 72.3-83.8 

subject r.1. R. 
H.P. '79-101 62- 79 93.0 70.0 77.5 87.5 63.9-85.4 
H.A. 97-119 '75- 87 109.5 82.0 91.2 103.0 71.2-78.0 
H.Vol. 103-110 71- 81107.5 '76.0 ·a7.5 95.0 68.2-73.7 
V.P. 94-113 65- 84 110.0 ao.o 91.7 100.0 69.1-77.8 
V.A. 108-ll.4 81-· 87 lllo5 84.o 90.3 105.0 73.2-76.8 
v.vo1. 107-114 75- 85 111.0 84.0 90.2 105.0 73.5-76.3 

Ued. 
Squo.r-
i11g 

Bl.0 
'78.4 
0O.a 
77.0 
'77.2 
'17.5 

71.6 
02.0 
73.0 
73.6 
80.4 
'71.5 

76.8 
74.4 
'74.2 
'72.6 
75.0 
76.3 

73.6 
'77.0 
'7'7.9 
76.4 
71.6 
75.S 

'72.S 
'75.7 
70.B 
74.0 
'75.5 
'74.'7 



Table I {Continued} 

Block No. l 

Prop. Med. Range of Med. 
Method Height Width Median to Standard Squaring Squer-

H.P. 
H.A. 
H.Vol. 
V.P. 
V.A. v.vo1. 

H.P. 
H.A. 
H.Vol. 
V.P. 
V.A. v.vo1. 

H.P. 
H.A. 
H.Vol. 
V.P. 
V.A. v.vo1. 

H.P. 
H.A. 
H.Vol. 
V.P. 
V.A. 
v.vo1. 

H.P. 
HeAo 
H.Vol. 
V.P. 
V.A. v.vo1. 

H W H W ing 

Subject E. N • 
111-129 72- 83 124.0 79.010300 98.7 62.6- 65.l 64.3 
12s-135 78- 91. 129.0 86.5 107.o 1oa.o 63.4- 68.9 aa.7 
106-122 71- 82 110.5 74.5 92.5 93.l 62.~ '70.0 67.0 
1oa-117 69- a1115.0 76.o aa.s 95.o 63.9- G9.9 sa.2 
117-130 73- 84 122.0 so.o 102.0100.0 62.4- 67.2 64.7 
1oa-na 66- 75 111.s 72.0 96.9 90.0 s1.o- 67.o 64.7 

Subjeot K. s. 
95-110 ss- 75 101.0 7o.o a4.2 87.5 es.o- 72.6 69.7 
sa-1oe 70- 76 99.o 72.s a2.5 90.G 71.0- 79.s 73.5 
92-108 67- 77 101~0 74.0 84.2 92.5 68.5- 77.4 72.8 
84-106 64- 75 103.0 7o.s as.a 00.1 as.1- '76.2 '7o.o 
65- 93 51- 65 76.0 58.5 63~3 '73el 66.2- 8609 79.0 
93-112 67- 76 103.0 70.0 85.8 87.5 60.9- 72.0 69.0 

Subject R. w. 
100-1os 59- ao 100.0 76.o as.3 95.o 59.o- 78.4 75.5 es- 75 53- 59 69.5 56.o 57.9 7o.o 74.6- as.a 00.7 
101-104 74- 78 101.0 75.0 84.l 93.5 71.8- 76.2 74.2 
115-127 88- 98 123.0 92.5 103.0 95.0 '71.8- 78.0 76.0 
75- 89 59- 72 s4.o es.o ~o.o as.o 77.4- 84.7 01.4 

.101-107 ao- 86 105.5 B3.5 87.9 104.o 77.4- 83~3 7B.9 

Subject D. P. 
89- 96 65- 72 93.0 68.0 '77.5 85.0 '70.5- 77.4 73.0 
84- 95 62- .,_,O 91.0 67.0 75.8 83.6 71.3• '79.l 74.6 
83- 90 60- 66 87.5 63.5 72.9 79.4 70.8- 75.9 72.5 
60- 98 61- 74 67.5 83.0 66.3 78.7 75.5-102.0 90.7 
68- 89 51- GS ao.s 60.0 67.2 75.o 67.4- ?9.4 75.2 
a2-101 67- 73 89.5 Ga.s 74.s 85.6 '71.2- a2.9 77.o 

Subject Ho B. 
128-14193-1,08135.0103.5113.0 129.0 72.'7- 78.3 75.5 
84-127 57- 85 113.0 105.0 94.2 101.0 66.l- 76.0 70.0 

116-14178-100 134.5 96.0 112.0 l20o0 67.2- 73.l 70.4 
112-14102-112140.s 111.0 117.o 139.o 7s.2- 01.6 79.5 

88-179 69- 96 109.0 79.0 90.0 96.2 66.4- '78.4 75.3 
128-140 94-111138.0 104.5 ll5e0 131.0 72.3• '79.8 77.6 



Table I (Continued) 

Block No. 2 

Prop. Med. Range of Mod. 
:Method Height Width I.Tedian to standard squaring Squar• 

R VI H w ing 

$ubject R. K~ 
H.P. Tl- 83 59-65 ao.s 62.0 89.3 103.0 71.1-84.4 76.0 
H.A. 83-104 66-79 99.0 75o5 ll0e0 126e0 '73.3-8005 77.3 
H.Vol.e 98-100 76-79 98.5 77.5 109.0 129.0 76.8-80.6 78.3 
V.P .. 102-105 75-79 103.5 77.5112.0129.0 77.8-77.4 74.6 
V.A. '72-103 54-82 100.0 '79.0 111.0 lvle0 75.0-81.1 78.1 
v.vo1. 95-104 78-80 99.0 79.5 110.0 133.0 '76.7-83.2 '79.8 

Subject c. W. 

H~P. '71~ 95 50-'71 85.5 61.5 95.0 102.0 68.3-'74.7 '71.5 
H.A. 55- 8'7 4.'7-74 72.0 56.0 ao.o 93.3 72.5-85.4 78.8 
H.Vol. 84- 96 56-75 91.5 68.0 97.8 113.3 65.9-78.9 74.7 
V.P. 65- 81 48-63 71.5 54.0 78.3 90.0 69.6-78.5 '75.5 
V.A. 55- 8'7 43-'76 '72.0 57.5 so.a 95.9 75.o-aa.4 81.3 
V.Vol.. 57;,. 80 41-60 70.0 51.0 77.8 85.0 65.0-01.2 '70.2 

Subject T~ ?. 
H.P. 76- 87 57-69 82.0 64.0 91.1107.0 73.0-79.3 '76 • 7 
H.A. 80- 87 49-66 86.0 62.5 95.6 104.0 61.2-77.8 '73.3 
H.Vol. · 83- 8'7 61-67 85.0 64.0 94.4 107.o 71.7-76.6 '73.0 
V.P. 77- 83 52-63 81.0 60.0 90.0 100.0 65.8-76.5 '74.1 
V.A. BO- 82 59-62 81.0 60.0 90.0 100.0 72.8-76.5 '74.1 v.vo1. so- 82 58-62 ao.s 60.0 89.4 100.0 71.6-77.5 74.7 

Subject w. w·. 
H.P. 55- 84 40-57 66.5 51.0 '73.9 85.0 64.5-82.8 71.0 
H.A. 50- 83 43-65 62.0 49.5 69.9 82.5 74.2-92.2 8S.5 
H.Vol. 61- 80 46-64 69.0 52.0 76. '7 86.7 71.2-85.7 76.8 
V.P. 72- 84 53-63 77.5 58-.0 86.1 96.'7 71.6-80.8 '75.0 
V.A. 62- 93 45-62 72.0 52.0 ao.o 86.7 66.7-75.0 '71.5 
v.vo1. 69- 78 52-61 74.o 55.0 ·82.2 91.7 71.2-81.3 75.7 

Subject ~1. R. 

H.P. 63- 78 43-54 68.0 50.0 75.5 83.3 65.2-77.9 71.3 
H.A. 73- 98 62-75 83.0 64.0 92.2 107.0 71.2-78.0 '75.7 
H.Vol. 70- 82 47-58 '77.0 52.0 85.5 86.7 65.8-71.6 69.1 
V.P. 67- 82 48-60 '73.5 51.5 81.'7 84.4 66.7-'73.2 '71.5 
V.A. 63- 87 44-59 ao.o 57.0 88.9 95.0 66.7-74.7 70.5 
v.vo1. 70- 79 49-60 74.5 52.5 83.l 87.5 65.8-76.9 72.3 



Tsble I (Continued) 

Block No. 2 

Prop. Med. Range of Med. 
Method Height Width Median to Standard Squaring Squ.ar-

H W H W ing 

Subject E. Bo 
H.P. 91-104 59- 69 101.0 66.0112.0 110.0 64.2-68.6 65.6 
H.A. 97-lJ.1 61- 73 108.0 70.0 120.0 117.0 62.7-67.9 64.9 
H.VoJ.. 81- 94 55- 64 85.o 58.0 94.4 .96.7 65.9-'71.6 68.2 
V.P. 85-103 58- 68 95.5 65.o 1os.o 1oa.o 64.o-70.3 68.6 
V.A. 92-109 61- 70 107.0 67.0 119.0 111.0 59.6-66.7 63~2 v.vo1. 82- 98 54- 62 89.0 57.5 99.0 96.0 59.3-69.5 65.1 

Subject K. s. 
H.P. 74- 90 55- 66 84.5 63.0 93.9 103.0 70.0-81.2 73.9 
H.A. 67- 95 55- 70 75o0 59.5 83.3 99.l 73.7-85~3 78.8 
R.Vol. '14- 87 57- 67 77.o 60.5 8506 101.0 73.1-81.l '78.3 
V.P. '15- 90 54- 63 82.0 sa.o 91.l 96.7 67.8-'75.3 '71.9 
V.A. 51- '74 60 64.5 so.o '71.7 ss.s·70.1-aa.2 75.9 
V.Vol. 77- 98 58- 68 92.5 64.s 102.s 107.o as.s-75.3 71.5 

Subject R. w. 
H.P. 74- 82 55- 65 81.0 60.0 90.0 100.0 71.2-79.3 74.7 
R.A. 44- 50 38- 43 47.o 41.0 52.2 68.3 82.0-91.1 87.1 
H.Vol. 74- 83 55- 61 78.5 59.0 87.2 98.8 72.3-78.2 75.5 
V.P. 76-101 56- 81 92.5 10.0 1os.o 111.0 72.3-so.2 '75.0 
V.A. 42- 59 38- 51 50.5 44.0 55.9 '73.3 ao.4-94.o 87.5 
v.vol. 81- 92 62- 70 84.5 65.5 93.9 109.0 '73.8-79.5 77.5 

Subject. Do P. 
H.P. 71- '78 53- 60 75.5 57.o 83.9 95.0 74-.0-80.0 7508 
H.A. 60- '72 40- 55 67.5 51.0 '75.0 85.0 58.6-84.6 76.5 
H.Vol. 66- 74 50- 55 69.5 52.5 rn.2 87.5 67.6-81.8 75.0 
V.P. 40- 67 35- 60 51.5 47.5 57.2 79.2 85.4-98.0 89.9 
V.A. 63- 67 44- 52 66.5 47.5 73.9 79.2 67.1-76.l '72.0 
v.vo1. 72- 81 65- 61 78.5 57.5 87.2 95.9 69.1-77.2 73.9 

Subject Ho B. 
H.P. 101-125 a1- 98 115.o aa.o 12a.o 147.o 74.3-01.0 '76.6 
H.A. 74-113 53- 82 94.0 68.5 104.0 114.0 70.0-73.4 71.2 
H.Vol. 105-123 66- 87 lll.O 70.0 123.0 133.0 62.8-76.3 70.0 
V .:e. 96-121 71- 97 105.0 84.5 117.0. 141.0 72.6-84.7 79.0 
V.A. 73- 96 55- 71 a1.o 62.5 90.0 104.0 72.9-80.5 '15.4 
v.vo1. 115-132 82-100 124.0 93.0138.0155.0 71.3-'76.3 73.7 



Table :r (Continued) 

Block No. 3 

Prop. ,Mod •. Range of Med. 
Method Height Width Median to standard Squaring Squa.r-

H w H w ing 

Subjeet R; K. 
H~P; 53-68 36~53 65;5 45.5. l09e0 114~0 65;1-85.5 71.2 
R.A. 63-83 45-55 68.0 50.0 113.0125.0 62.8-77.3 69.8 
H.Vol. 64-80 43-52 74.5 48.0 124.0 120.0 62.3-73.4 65.8 
V.P. 68-85 44-55 70.0 46.5 117.o 11s.o 58.8-71.4 65.8 
V.A. 65-87 45-54 '17.5 49.5 129.0 124.0 60.2-69.2 65.8 v.vo1. 62-75 47-55 72.5 51.5 121.0 129.0 66.7-76.4 '71.9 

Subject c. w. 
H.P. 52-64 33-45 57.5 38.5 95.9 98.2 63.5-74.l 68.l 
H.A. 44-65 32-51 54.5 38.6 90.8 96.5 66.7-79.3 73.3 
H.Vol. 52-74 37-48 59.0 41.5 98.8104.0 67.2-78.4 73.l 
V.P. 41-58 28-43 49o0 36o0 81.7 90.0 68~3-79.6 73.5 
V.A. 36-66 27-57 46.5 33.5 77.5 83.B 70.8-86.4 75.0 v.vo1. 40-58 27-43 4a.o so.s. eo.o 76.2 5906-74.l 66.3 

Subject Te Po 
H.P. 42-62 32-47 s1.o s0.o· 85,.0 9S,.O 70.-9-79.l 75.8 
H.A. 41-46 31-35 43.5 33.0· '12.4 82.5 73.3-77.a 74.4 
H.Vol. 41-60 30-44 51.5 S7.5 85.5 93.8 '70.9.;;.76.6 72.7 
V.P. 43-56 31;.39 48.5 34.0 ao.a 85.0 6'7.4-72.2 70.2 
V.A. 47-61 34-49 49.5 35.5- 82.5 88.9 70.0-75.5 72.4 v.vo1. 43-49 31-36 46.5 34.0 '77.5 ss.o '71.3-75.6 72.B 

Subject w. w. 
H.P. 46-60 37-48 53.0 40.5 8802 101.0 68.4-88.9 78.0 
H.A. 40-67 35-49 47.o sa.o 78.S 95.0 69.8-95.0 83.7 
H.Vol. 42-59 35-44 54.0 39.0. 90.0 65.0 68.6-85.7 77.o 
V.P. 45-62 31-43 5lo5 39.5 85.B 98.'7 67.1-7906 77.2 
V.A. 48-73 33-52 63.5 41.5 106.0 104.0 61.8-74.2 65.4 v.vo1. 52-66 35-4'7 57.o 39.5 95.0 98.7 64.8-7'7.2 70.2 

Subjeet M. Ro 
H.P. 38-60 23-42 48.0 33.0 ao.o 82.2 56.8-72.5 67.7 
H.A. 52-79 33-54 60.5 41.0 101.0 100.0 59.4-75.4 69.4 
H.Vol. 50-59 31-39 54.5 ss.o· 90.1 87.5 61.5-67.3 64.8 
V.P. 48-59 33-42 52.5 34.5· 87.5 86.2 63.5-'71.2 6801 
V.A. 47-71 31-49 6805 38.5 97.5 96.2 61.1-69.0 65.7 
v.vo1. 45-57 29-36 48.5 33.5 so.a as.a 6305-70.8 67~4 



Table I (Continued) 

Block No. 3 

Prop. Mod. Range of L1ed. 
Method Height Width Median to Standard Squaring Squar-

H w H w ing 

Subject E. N. 
H.P. ss-· 69 40-46 66.0 44.5 110.0 111.0 63.l.- 68.9 67.'7 
H.A. 61- 74 42-52 sa.047.o 113.0 117.0 65.7- 72.6 69.6 
H.Vol. 50- 61 35-42 56.5 39.5 94.1 98.8 66.7- '73.6 69.8 
V.P. 55- 64 38-44 61.5 43..0 102.0102.0 65.5- 74.5 6'7.2 
V.A. 60- 72 40-46 69.0 43.0 115.0 105.0 59.17- 80~9 65.3 v.vo1. 54- '70 35-42 69.o sa.o 115.0 95.0 62.l- 70.0 65.5 

Subjeet lt. s. 
H.P. 51.- 64 40-50 59.0 47.5 98.8 119.0 70.7- 86.2 79.5 
H.A. 52- 60 44-52 59.0 48.0 98.8 120.0 75.8- 85.4 81.3 
H.Vol. 53- 64 43-52 60.0 48.0 100.0 120.0 79.'7- 86.8 82.2 
V.P. 48- 61 39-45 55.0 43.0 91.7 107.o 6a.s- a4.6 76.'7 
V.A. ss- 52 2~43 43.5 36.5 72.5 90.l. '78.0- 91.'7 83.8 v.vo1. 56- '72 41-53 65.5 49.0 l.09.0 122.0 '73.1- 80.'7 '76.0 

Subject R. w. 
H.P. 45--55 36-43 so.o 38.5 83.3 96.2 72.7- so.a '78.2 
H.A. 28- 32 25-30 so.o 27 .• 0 50.0 67.5 83.3- 93.'7 90.2 
H.Vol. 41-53 35-41 48.6 37.5 so.a 93.7 '74.5- 85.4 79.4 
V.P. 44- 58 35-45 51.5 39.0 85;9 97.5 '71.l- '79.5 76.7 
V.A. 25- 33 24-30 29.0 27.0 48.3 67.5 83.9-104.0 96.4 
v.vo1. 48- 57 37-42 so.s sa.o 84.2 95.0 '71.9- '78.9 '75.7 

Subjalt Do Po 

H.P. 45- 58 34-44 63.5 38.0 89.J. 95.0 66.o;;. ao.o '74.9 
H.A. 37- 47 2'7-32 42.0 29.0 '70.0 '72.5 61.4- '74.4 70.4 
H.Vol. 38- 49 25-36 44.o si-.5 '73.3 '78.7 60.5- 76.2 69.6 
V.P. 27- 40 24-41 s4.o 31.0 56.'7 75.5 85.s;..102.0 92.'7 
V.A. 43- 52 23-3'7 46.5 28.0 77.5 '70.0 s1.o;.. '71.J. 61.8 v.vo1. 55- 64 37-46 57.0 41.0 95.0 102.0 64.9- '75.0 '70.5 

Subject H. Bo 
H.P. 67- 96 56-74 86.0 64.0 143.0160.0 73.o- a4.1 '77.2 
H·.A. 58-100 41-68 74·.5 53.5 124.0 134.0 67.4- 75.0 '70.8 
H.Vol. 69- 92 40-66 01.5 eo.o 136.0 150.0 5'7.1- '77.5 '71.'7 
V.P. 61- 92 48-77 81.5 63·.5 136.0 159.0 '7o.s- 85.'7 '78.0 
V.A. 3'7- 65 35-49 57.5 46.0 95·.9 115.0 73.7- 94.6 77.0 
v.vo1. 73- 99 54-'75 89.0 63.0 149.0 157.0 64.3- 76.8 72.0 



Tabla I (Continued) 

Block no. 4 

Prop. med. Range of tued. 
Method Height Width median to Standard Squaring Squnr-

H w H VI ing 

Subject R. K. 

H.P. 50-56 28-43 54.0 36.5 120.0 122.0 54.9- 79.6 '70.0 
H.A. 53-64 37-47 61.5 39.0 137.0 130.0 61.7- 74.6 66.4 
H.Vol. 54-66 35-45 61..0 39.0 136.0 130.0 53.0- 68.3 63o3 
V.P. 52-68 30-38 59.5 37.0 132~0 123.0 44.l- 68.5 60.6 
V.A. 56-68 33-43 61.0 36.5 136.0 122.0 54.1- '70.5 59.2 v.voi. 57-60 38-42 59.0 39.0 131.0 130.0 64.4- '70.0 66.4 

SU.bjeet c. w. 
H.P. 36-47 24-33 42.5 28.5 94.4 95.0 so.a- '12.1 67.4 
H.A. 36-42 24-38 40.0 28.5 88.9 95.0 64.3- 95.0 73.4 
H.Vol. 38-53 25-38 46.0 32.5 102.0 108.0 62.8- '73.3 66.0 
V.P. 28-37 21-28 34.5 24.0 '76.7 ao.o 67.6- 77.8 '70.7 
V.A. 28-48 21-39 35.0 29.0 77.8 96.'7 '72.'7- 85.7 78.7 v.vol. 32-42 21-29 36.0 24.5 ao.o 81.7 61.0- 78.4 66.8 

Subject 'l'. Po 

H.P. 34-49 25-38 41.0 30.5 91.l 103.0 68.9- 83.5 75.'7 
H.A. 28-37 22-28 33.0 24.5 77.3 81.'7 71.4- 79.4 '76.4 
H.Vol. 31-41 22-30 36.0 26.5 82.2 88.3 69.2- '77.8 73.0 
V.P. 34-42 23-31 36.0 26.0 80.0 86.'7 66.7- 76.5 70.4 
V .A. 33-43 24-32 37.0 26.0 82.2 86.7 66.7- '75.8 71.5 v.vol. 28-34 19-26 3006 22.5 67.8 75.0 67.9- ao.o 73.8 

Subject w. w. 
H.P. 37°54 29-39 47.5 35.5 105.0 118.0 68.5- 86.8 76.0 
H.A. 32-52 30-42 39.5 32.0 87.s 1011.0 72.0-100.0 82.0 
H.Vol• 32-44 25-39 39.0 30.5 86.7 102.0 67.4-·95.l '77.6 
VtP• 36-54 27-36 _41.0 32.0 91.l 10'1.0 61.l- 82.5 '74.7 
V.A. 45-62 29-37 54.0 33.5 120.0 112.0 56.9- 71.1 61.8 v.vo1. 40-48 27-39 43.0 32.0 95.6 107.o 66.7- 84.8 72.3 

Subject Mo Ro 
H.P. 27-38 17-24 33.0 21.5 '13o3 71.7 58.8- 67.7 63.4 
H.A. 38-56 26-3'7 47.o 29.0 104.o 96.7 58.8- 68.4 66.4 
H.Vol. 36-49 21-26 39.5 24.o 87.7 ao.o 44.9- 66.7 59o5 
V.P. 34-43 19-27 40.0 22.5 88.9. 75.0 48.8- 67.5 59.3 
V.A. 38-55 22-35 44.0 29.0 97.8 96.7 5506- 65.1 59.l v.vo1. 35-43 24-29 39.0 26.0 86.7 86.7 62.5- '73.'7 67.4 



Table I (Continued) 

Block No. 4 

Prop. Lled. Range of ?.1ed. 
Method Height Width Median to Standard Squaring Squar-

H Vi H w ing 

Subject E. No 

H.P. 49-57 33-38 52.0 36.5 116.0 122.0 63.5- 71.l 67.6 
H.A. 4'7-63 30-38 49.s 34.o 110.0 113.0 58.7- 70.B 68.0 
H.Vol. 41-50 29-34 45.5 31.5 100.0 l.05.0 63.8- '72.0 '70.5 
V.P,. 44-49 28-35 45.5 3lo0 100.0 103.0 62.2- '72.7 67.7 
V.A. 45-59 26-36 50.5 32.0 112.0 J.07.0 57.a- 67.9 61.6 v.vol. 40-54 27-35 48.0 32.0 107 .. o 107.0 64.3- '72.5 66.7 

Subject K. s. 
H.P. 42-62 32-48 48.5 39.5 108.0 132.0 75.5- 88.0 79.0 
H.A. 3?'-61 29-50 45.5 36.0 100.0 120.0 77.o- ag.s 80.9 
H.Vol. 38-54 30-42 42.5 36.0 94.4 120.0 77.8- 87.5 82.6 
V.P. 38-56 29-39. 43.0 32.5 95.6 108.0 66.l- 86.7 74.l 
V.A. 30-43 24-38 38.0 30.0 84.4 100.0 69.0- 96.8 8106 v.vol. 3'7-59 29-43 52.0 36o5 116.0 122.0 66.0- 82.3 76.0 

Subject R. w. 
H.P. 32-40 26-32 37e0 29o5 a2.2 98.3 78.4- 83.3 80.3 
H.A. 22-24 20-23 23.0 21.0 51.l 70.0 86.9-100.0 91.3 
H.Vol. 32-39 25-31 34.5 2a.5 76.8 95.0 78.1- 85.3 81.0 
V.P. 35-41 25-33 38.5 29.0 85.'7 96.7 71.4- 81.l 75.7 
V.A. 18-23 18-23 21.5 22.0 70.7 110.0 100.0 ... 100.0 100.0 v.vo1. 30-38 25-31 36.0 27.5 ao.o 91.7 75.o- 86,.7 79.3 

Subject Do P. 

H.P. 35-45 23-32 4o.o 211.s 88.9 91.6 60.5- 81.-6 68.0 
H.A. 26-38 20-25 30.-5 22.5 67.8 75.0 65.s- ao.7 70.0 
H.Vol. 30-39 17-27 34.5 24.5 76.7 81.7 56.'7- 73.5 69.7 
VoPe 21-38 19-35 2s.0·21.s 51.l 71.7 86.7- 95.7 90.6 
V.A. 32-45 18-29 37.5 20.5 83.-3 67.s 47.3- 68.4 59.8 v.vo1. 42-53 27-37 4a.o s1.o 107.0 103.0 52.0- 69.8 64.7 

Subject H.B. 
H.P. 60-'79 45-59 63.0 47~5 140.0 158.0 73.o- ao.·o 75~9 
H.A. 44-74 31-51 52.5 38~0 117.o 127.o 62.7- 75.0 69~3 
H.Vol. 49-69 36-53 58~5 42.5 J.30.0 132~0 67.8- 76.8 72~7 
V.P. 65-88 41-73 so.a 46~5 133~0 155.0 73.3- 88~3 78.0 
VoAo 37.53 31-39 45.0 36.0 100.0 120.0 72.7- 92~5 77.'7 v.vol. 61-83 43-63 Ga.;o so.o 1s1.o 167.o 70.3- 76.5 72~2 



Table I (Continued) 

Block No. 5 

Prop. Med. Range of Med. 
method Height Width Median to Standard Squaring Squo.r-

H w R \"1 ing 

Subject R. Ko 

H.P. 39-45 21-32 43.0 26.0 143.o 1so.o 48.S-'71.B 60.4 
H.A. 40-52 24-32 44.0 26.0 137.0 130.0 53.3-65.0 60.7 
H.Vol. 35-38 20-23 36.0 21.5 120.0 108.0 56.8-67.9 ao.s 
V.P. 34-40 20-23 36.5 20.0 122.0 100.0 50.0-65.7 54.8 
V.A. 33-38 19-22 36.0 20.5 120.0 102.0 51.3-63.6 57.5 v.voi. si.:.m 18-21 33.0 19.0 110.0 95.0 54.5-62.5 5'7.6 

Subject_ c •. w. 
H.P. 26-30 1'7-21 28-.0 20.0 93.3 100.0 60.0-'7'7.8 6'7.9 
H.A. 30-S5 19-24 31.5 21.5 1os.o 1oa.o 63.5-73.3 67.1 
H.Vol. 29-41 17-26 35.o 21.0 117.o 1os.o 51.4-63.4 60.l 
V.P. 23-30 18-21 26.0 18.0 86.7 90.0 65.5-78.3 69.6 
V.A. 25-30 lB-24 28.0 19.5 93.3 98o5 67.9-82.B '73.0 v.voJ.. 23-32 16-24 25.0 16.0 83.S ao.o 62.5-75.0 65.S 

Subject T. P. 

H~P. 22-33 17-24 26.0 19.0 86.7 95.0 70.0-81.8 73.6 
H.A. 23-28 18-21 25.5 20.5 as.o 1os.o 69.2-87.5 7608 
H.Vol •. 22-27 17-20 24.5 18.0 81.'7 90.0 69.2-77.3 73.9 
V.P. 24-30 17-20 26.0 18.5 86,7 92.5 65.4-76.0 70.2 
V.A. 27-32 18-23 28.0 20.0 93.3 100.0 64.3-71.9 70.4 
v.vo1. 20-24 13-18 21.0 15.5 '70.0 '7'7.8 65.0-76.2 72.7 

Subject w~· w. 
H.P. 26-34 22-28 29.5 24.0 98,3 120.0 '70.6-87.5 84.9 
H.A. 25-45 22-39 29.5 24.5 98,3 122.0 '73.3-96.o 86.7 
H.Vol. 23-32 19-25 29.5 24.0 98.3 120.0 74.2-92.3 79.0 
V.P. 28-35 20-25 30.5 22.0 102.0 110.0 5'7.l-83.3 73.3 
V.A. 35-48 24-35 44.0 28.0 147.o 140.0 59.6-76.l 66.6 
v.vo1. 26-35 18-24 so.a 21.s 100.0 108.0 ao.o-ao.o 69.6 

subject r.1. R. 
H,P. 22-27 12-16 23.0 13.0 76.7 65~0 51.S-60.9 57.8 
H.A. 30-43 17-28 34.0 19.6 113.0 97.5 44.2-73.3 56.8 
H.Vol. 28-33 14-17 32.0 16.0 10'7.0 ao.o 46.9-5408 50.0· 
V.P. 26-31 14-15 30.5 14.0 102.0 70.0 45.2-55.G 48.4 
V.A. 30-40 14-22 36,016.0 120.0 ao.o 40.5-57.9 46.2 v.vo1. 28-33 15-17 32.0 15.0 1<17.0 '75.0 45.4-60.7 49.2 



Table I (Continued) 

BJ.ock No. 5 

Prop. Med. Range of med. 
method Height Width median to Standard Squaring Squ.s.r-

H \Ill H w ing 

Subjeet E. N .. 

H.P. 39-44 23-26 41.o 25.0 137.0 125.0 56.l- 64.1 60.4 
H.A. 35-40 21-23 37.0 23.0 12s.o.11s.o 55.o- es.'7 59.5 
H.Vol. 33-36 19-21 34.0 20.0 113~0 100.0 65.6- 61.8 58.B 
V.P. 32-39 19-24 34.0 21.0 113.0 l.05.0 58.3- 66.'7 60.5 
V.A. 34-44 21-25 41.0 23.0 137.0 113.0 50.0- s1.a 58.5 
v.vo1. 30-36 18-22 33.0 19.6 110.0 97.5 57.1- 64.7 60.6 

Subject Ke Se 

H.P. 33-43 22-33 38.5 30.5 128.0 152.0 72.1- 84.9 '77.7 
H.A. 28-38 22-31 34.5 27.o 11s.o 135.o 7o.3- as.3 '79.3 
R.Vol. 28-36 22-29 29.5 23.5 98.3 115.0 75.o- 85.3 '79.0 
V.P. 24-36 20-22 28.0 21.0 93.3 105.0 61.1- 84.6 '72.4 
V.Ao 25-34 20-29 2'7.0 22.5 90.0 112.0 '76.7- 96.0 82.1 
v.vo1. 26-33 20-25 30.0 22.5 100.0 112.0 71.9- ao.o '75.9 

SUbjeet R. w. 
H.P. 23-25 17-18 24.o 1a.o ao.o 90.0 70.8- 75.0 "15.0 
H.A. 16-18 15-17 16.5 16.0 55.0 ao.o 88.9-106.0 94.l 
H.Vol. 19-22 16-17 20.5 16.0 68.3 ao.o 76.2- 84.2 ao.o 
V.P. 24-28 16-18 27.o 17.5 90.0 8?.5 59.3- 69.2 66.0 
V.A. 14-18 14-19 16.5 16.5 55.0 82.5 100.0-101.0 100.0 
V.Vol. 21-24 16-18 2s.o 17.o '76.'7 85.0 '7008- 80.9 173.3 

Subject D. P. 

H.P. 28-33 18-22 30.5 20.0 102.0 100.0 61.3- 69.0 66.2 
H.A. 19-29 15-20 24.o 1s.o ao.o so.o 63.0- 79.0 69.6 
H.Vole 22-28 13-20 24.5 16.5 81.'7 82.5 56.5- '74.1 67.3 
V.P. 16-20 15-20 18.5 17.0 61.7 as.a aa.9- 95.o 94.3 
V.A. 24-29 JO-i1 2s.s 1s.o aa.3 65.0 41.S- 56.0 47.2 
v.vo1. 29-35 17-21 31.5 10.0 105.0 90.0 53.l- 65.6 GO.O 

SUbjeet H. B. 

H.P. 36-52 26-39 40.0 31.5 133.0 157.0 '72.2- so.o "15.3 
H.A. 3'7-56 25-41 41.5 28.0 138.0 140.0 66.?- 74.0 69.0 
H.Vol. 37-43 25-31 40.0 28.5 133.0 142.0 67.4- 74.4 69.5 
V.P. 36-50 31-40 44.0 38.0 147.0 190.0 77.5- 90.0 81.0 
V.A. 31-39- 22-33 34.5 26.0 115.0130.0 69.2- 89.2 72.9 
v.vo1. 44-67 34-41 50.0 s7.o 167.0 185.0 70.8- 79.5 74.o 



Table II 

Ranges of Judgments: 120 Naive Subjects 
Two Judgments for Each Method 

Prop. Med. Range of Med. 
raethod Height Width r,Ted1an to Standard Squaring Squar-

R \7 H Vl 1nG 

Block no. l 

H. P. 79-140 62-115 112.5 80.5 95.0 101.0 61-102 74 
H. A. 7'1-141 59-115 110.5 as.o 93.0 103.0 52- 98 '15 
v. P. 80-l.3'1 59-ll4 1oa.o 0s.5 90o0 103.0 53-107 77 
v. A. 60-138 49-105 100.0 82.0 83.0 102.0 59-148 80 

Block No. 2 

H. Po 64-119 49- 99 84.0 61.5 93.0 101.0 60- 91 '76 
H. A. 61-136 52-118 86.0 65.0 95.0 108.0 52- 98 '17 v. P. 56-112 47- 89 ao.o e2.o as.o 1os.o 65-116 77 
v. A. 50-lll 38- 93 75.5 60.5 84.0 101.0 55-131 78 

Block Mo. 3 

H.P. 45- 86 32- 67 57.o 42.0 95.0 105.0 60- 94 74 
H. A. 36- 87 28- '12 59.5 47.o 99.0 117.o 60- 97 80 v. p. 40- 74 26- 55 55.0 42.0 91.0 105.0 49-119 74 
V. A. 28- 81 23- 65 55.5 44.5 93.0 112.0 53-125 81 

Block No. 4 

He Pe 34- 67 24- 44 43.0 33.0 95.0 110.0 51- 92 81 
H. A. 29- 73 20- 65 45.5 36.0 104.o 120.0 53-105 '14 
V. P. 31.;. 57 21- 43 43.0 33.0 95.0 110.0 60-103 76 
V-. A. 26- 62 23- 62 43.0 35.0 96.0 116.0 49-116 Bl. 

Blook No. 5 

He Pe 18- 48 14-· 32 29.5 22.5 100.0115.0 45-118 69 
H. A. 15- 49 10 .... 44 33.0 24.0 uo.o 120.0 47-110 74 
V. P. 21- 43 13- 31 30.0 22.0 100.0 uo.o 54-104 77 
V. A. 16- 45 15- 36 31.0 23.0 103.0 115.,0 47-118 78 



Blooit No. l 

Table III 
Distribution of Judgments: . Naive Subjects 

All :Methods and fBloeks 

Block No. 2 Block No. 3i ·• .. · Bloelt No. 4 Block No. 5 
H.P. H.A. v.P. v.A. H.P. H.A. v.P. V.A. H.P. H.A. v.P.j v .. A. H.P. H.A. V.P. v.A. H.P. H.A .. v.P. v.A. 

·Hw HW HW HW HW HW HW HW HW HW HWiHW HW HW HW HW HW HVJ HW HW 

6- 10 
11- 15 
16- 20 
21- 25 
26- 30 
31- 35 
.36- 40 
41- 45 . 
46-50. l 
51- 55. 2 
5·5. 60 l. l. l 4 · 
61- .. 65 1. l 2 0 4 
66- 70 2 4 5 4 6 
71- '75 l:t 8 ll 3 6 
76- 80 116 l 12 l 7 3 6 
81-85lo2tr 6l~lt! 
86- 90 2 9 4 5 3 9 7 7 
91- 95 5 6 3 7 4 7 6 7 
96-100 9 6 6 7 4 5 6 7 

.Ol-105 3 3 6 2 4 2 7 2 

.. 06-110 8 0 8 l 13 0 6 
lll-115 9 1·7 6 9 1 6 
LlG-120 6 3 6 4 
L21-125 'S' iI '5 'I 
.. 26-130 4 2 0 2 
.. 31-135 2 4 3 2 
.36-140 2 8 2 1 
.. 41-145 ·2 

2 
3 

l 4 7 
12 5 11 4· 7 
16 14 2 12 2 11 
11! s:m 3'!3' 61"0' 

4 9 3 9 7 5 6 7 
12 5 9 5 10 10 12 4 
18 3 10 4 9 3 5 2 . 
13 1 4 5 10 0 7 4 
.9 0 7 2 8 1 7 2 
'S 04 2'i 1J' l. 
3 l 6 0 3 3 
l 4 ·l O 0 
0 2 0 3 l 
1 4 0 l l-
1 1 1 

0 
0 
2 
l.. 

3 1: 2 ; 
s s a' s 6 

24 2 4 2 15: 1 10 
2 E 2 1~ 4 ll: 6 
'7 12 5 22 10 10 · . 8 10 

18 . '7 12 7 15 5·111 6 
13 2 11 o 1s · 11 e 
E -S 3-s' ':'T'f 2 

6 '7 2 4 ;5 
2 8 l 3 :3 
l 2 3 
0 2 
l l 

l 
2 0 3 4 

13 l 10 13 5 19 
5r!!/ 2'!7 5N 5R 

14 10 10 15 12 15 16 14 
15 8 17 7 24 5 11 8 
IT 'liI. s'D! 'll1 4 

9 '72 5 62 
1 4 1 2 6 
l 4 1 l. 
l 0 

l 

l 
3 l 1 l l 

3 22 l 10 13 5 16 
13~ 5~ 9"Wfl21m 
20 12 13 14 22 23 12 8 
I'-i2'IV8m!l'm5 

8 10 l 6 6 1 
0 8 2 l 7 
2 3 



41 
46 
51 
56 
61 
66 
71 
'16 
81 
86 
91 
96 

101 
106 

41 
46 
51 
·56 
61 
66 
·ir1 
76 
Bl 
86 
91 
96 

101 
106 
lll 
116 
121 
126 
131 
136 
141 
146 

Table IV 

Distribution of Squar,ing 
All methods.and mocks 

Block No. 1 Block No. ~f B1ook No. ~I Block !lo. 4 Block lio. f 
~mnn~nnn~~ffDEMWU~MffD 

Trained Subjects 
1 4 

l l 2 5 
3 l. 2 2 2 l 7 

l l 3 ,l. 5 6 10 5 6 6 6 
l 2 l 2 l 3 3 7 9 6 6 8 5 1111 9 e 
8 8 2 7 l. 5 5 14 13 15 10 10 12 17 10 15 7 18 10 

23 18 29 11 28 15 38 19 16 17 19 19 12 10 16 11 12 10 8 8 
21 24 21 27 22 22 16 16 20 1113 l 17 15 '1 2 5 5 3 6 

2 14 2 9 2 10 s l 5 3 7 1 2 0 6 ,3 l 0 
3 4 4 "1 12 6 4 l 6 5 2 7 3 
l 3 2 2 5 4 8 7 5 '1 

l 3 6 2 8 2 8 
l 3 0 2 

3 

Na!ve Subjects 

1 l 
l 2 .l .2 l. 

l l 1 l 1 l 1 1 0 0 3 l. 2 
2 2 1 1 l 0 :3 2 2 l 0 3 2 1 0 3 3 0 ·? 

6 2 2 2 3 1 4 2 3 -5 0 5 ]. 3 2 -7 .3 4 .9 .2 
14 7 13 5 12 9 8 6 15 9 8 5 4 9 l.2 5 13 8 -7 5 
13 18 7 14 152012 14 16 10 21 6 11 9 .15 6 13 13 10 ..., 
16 10 13 8 19 9 18 8 15 14 13 12 8 613 '7 ll 1.1 17 7 

4 1113 11 7 9 6 9 7 11 ,9 10 1210 9 10 .5 4 8 6 
3 1 6 12 2 3 910 J. 4 2 6 13 -7 3 3 5 3 2 .6 
2 7 l 4 l 6 0 l 1 2 2 17 6 4 1 'l 2 3 3 9 
l 1 l. 2 l 0 2 3 l 6 2 ''1 2 6 2 3 2 s 
1 0 0 0 l 0 1 2 2 3 0 1 J. J. 

l 0 1 2 0 0 s 0 2 .l. 
0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 
0 J. 0 0 l ·1 2 
0 0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 
0 
1 



Table V 
overestimations and Unda~estimations 

Number of Cases out of Sixty 
Block l Block 2 · · Block S Block 4 Block 5 

Tr. Naive Tr. Naive Tr. Ma.ive Tr. :r:raive Tr. Naive 

H.P. 
H. A. 
V. P. 
V. A. 
Total n. 
Total v. 
Total. P. 
Total A. 
Total All 

Overestimations of Height and Width 
14 12 14 12 22 19 23 23 

l 20 14 23 19 28 19 27 
21 J.O 28 10 21 10 19 19 

6 5 11 9 18 19 16 20 
15 32 28 35 41 47 42 50 
27 15 39 19 39 29 35 39 
35 22 42 22 43 29 42 42 
7 25 25 32 37 45 35 47 

42 47 67 54 80 . 76 '77 89 
Underest:imations of Height and Width 

24 
26 
14 
lG 
50 

.30 
38 
39 
80 

22 
35 
29 
25 
67 
54 
51 
60 

lll 

H.P. 42 27 28 27 27 26 27 12 20 24 
H. A. 35 25 29 18 36 13 37 10 26 8 
V. P. 30 26 25 -25 37 22 37 15 38 14 v.A. m M a m w 
Total H • 79 52 57 45 63 39 64 22 66 32 
Total v. 66 54 69 54 78 44 85 30 75 24 
Total P. '72 53 53 52 64 48 64 27 68 38 
Total. A. '71 53 '73 47 "/8 35 85 25 63 18 
Total All 14-3 106. 126 99 141 83 149 52 131 56 

Underestimations of Height and overestimations of U1dth 
H. P • 5 17 17 J.9 10 14 10 22 . 3 13 
H. A. 24 15 15 18 5 19 5 22 7 13 
V. P. 9 24 4 23 4 26 3 1 D 
V • A. 19 26 14 · 21 6 19 8 23 6 18 
Total Ho 29 32 32 27 15 33 15 44 10 26 
Total. v. 26 50 16 ~4 10 45 11 48 7 35 
Total P. 14 41 21 42 14 40 13 47 4 30 
Total A. 43 41 29 39 11 38 11 45 13 31 
Total All 57 82 50 61 25 '78 26 92 17 61 

Overestimnt1ona of Height and Underestimations of Width 
H.P. 0 3 0 2 0 l l 3 2 l 
H. A. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 v. P. 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 l 6 0 
V. A. ·o 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 5 7 
Total. H. 0 3 0 3 0 1 l 4 3 5 
Total V. 0 l O 4 0 2 0 3 11 7 
Total Pe O 3 0 4 0 3 2 4 8 1 
Total. A. O 1 O 3 O O O 3 6 11 
Total. All O 4 0 7 0 S 2 7 14 12 

ovor mw 42 
Under H&W 143 u.H.o.w. 57 o.n.u.w. o 
over HE:W 89 
Under H.&:W 249 u.H.o.w. 139 o.u.u.w. 4 

Totals 
47 67 54 80 76 77 

106 126 99 141 81 149 
82 50 61 25 78 26 

4 0 7 0 3 2 
Naive and Trained Combined 

121 150 168 
225 222 201 
lll 103 128 

'l 3 9 

89 80 111 
52 131 56 

. 92 17 61 
7 14 l2 

191 
187 

78 
26 

Total eases 12001 60 jud@llents of each block 
in each position or method 



Block J.. 
H W 

Table VI 

Median Squaring Trained Subjects 

IUock 2 
n w 

Block 3 
H W 

Subject R. K. 

Block 4 
H W 

Block 5 
H W 

H.P. 77.5 95.6 89.3 103.0 109.0 114.0 120.0 12200 143.0 130.0 
V.P. J..00.0 114.0 112.0 129.0 117.0 116.0 132.0 123.0 122.0 100.0 
H.A. 97.5 115.0 110.0 12s.o 11s.o 125.0 137.o 1so.o 147.o 130.0 
V.A. 100.0 116.0 111.0 131.0 129.0 124.0 136.0 122.0 120.0 .102.0 

H.P. 
V.P. 
H.A. 
V.A. 

HoPo 
V~P~ 
H.A. 
V.A. 

H.P. 
V.P. 
H.A. 
V.A. 

HoPo 
V.P. 
HoAo 
V.A. 

99.6 108.0 
82.l 92.5 
90.0 115.0 
91.'7 l.09.0 

82~5 94.4 
79.6 89~0 
so.a 89.4 
'75.4 85.0 

72.9 80.6 
9906 89.4 
61.7 72.5 
62.5 71.9 

77.5 87.5 
91.7 100.0 
91.2 103.0 

103.0 105.0 

Subject O. W. 

95~0 102.0 95.9 98.2 94.4 95.0 93.0 100.0 
'78.3 90.0 Bl.'7 90.0 '76.7 ao.o 86.7 90.0 so.a 93.O 90.8 9Go5 88.9 95.0 105.0 108.0 ao.o 95.9 77.5 83.8 '77.9 96.7 93.3 98.5 

Subject To Po 

91.1107.0 85.0 95.0 91.l 103.0 86.'7 95.0 
90.0 100.0 so.a 85.0 ao.o 86.'7 86.'7 92.5 
95.6 104.0 72.4 82.5 97.3 81.7 85.0 103.0 
90.0 100.0 82.5 88.9 82.2 86.7 93.0 100.0 

Subject w~. w. 
73.9 85.O ss.2 101.0 1os.o 11a.o 98.3 120.0 
86.1 96.'7 8508 98.7 91.1107.0 102.0 110.0 
69.9 82.5 78.3 95.0 87.8 107.0 98.3 122.0 ao.o aG.7106.0104.o 120.0 112.0 147.o 140.0 

Subject M. Ro 

75.5 ss.s ao.o 02.2 73.s 
81.7 84.4 87.5 86.2 88.9 
92.2 107.o 101.0 100.0 104.o 
88.9 95.0 97.5 96.2 97.8 

171.7 76.17 
75.o 102.0 
96.7 113.0 
96.7 120.0 

65.O 
70.0 
97.5 ao.o 



Block l 
R W 

Table VI (Continued) 

Block 2 
H W 

Block 3 
H W 

SUbjeet E. N. 

Block 4 
H W 

Block 5 
H W 

H.P. 103.0 98.7 112.0 110.0 110.0 111.0 116.0122.0137.0 125.0 
v.P. 88.5 95.0106.0 1oa.o 102.0102.0100.01os.o 11s.o 1os.o 
H.A. 107.0 J.08.0 120.0 117.0 113.0 117.0 110.0 113.0 123.0 115.0 v.A. 102.0 100.0 119.0 111.0115.01os.o 112.0 107.o 137.o us.a 

Subject x. s. 
H.F. 84.2 8'7.5 93.9 103.0 98.8119.0108.0 132.0 128.0 152.0 
V.P. 85.8 88.l 91.J. 96.'7 91.7 10'7.0 95.6 108.0 93.3 105.0 
H.A. 82.5 90.6 83.3 99.J. 98.8120.0100.0 120.0 115.0 135.0 
V.A. 63.3 73.1 71.7 83.3 72.5 90ol 34.4 100.0 90.0 112.0 

Subject R. w. 
H.P. 83.3 95.0 90.0 100.0 83.S 96.2 82.2 98.3 ao.o 90.0 
V.P. 103.0 95.0 103.0 117.0 85.9 97.5 85.7 96.7 90.0 87.5 
H.A. 57.9 70.0 52.2 68.3 50.0 67.5 51.l 70~0 55.0 80.0 
V.A. 70.0 85.0 55.9 73.3 48.3 67.5 70.7110.0 55.0 82.5 

Subject Do P. 

H.P. 77.5 85.0 83.9 95.0 89.l 95.0 88.9 91.G 102.0 100.0 
V.P. 56.3 78.'1 57.2 179.2 56.7 75.5 51.l 71.7 61.7 85.0 
H.A. 75.8 83.6 75.0 85.0 70.0 72.5 67.8 75.0 ao.o ao.o 
VeAo 67.2 75.0 '13.9 79.2 77.5 70.0 83.3 67.3 88.3 65.0 

Subject H.B. 

H.P. 113.0 129.0 12800147.0143.0160.0 140.0 15800 133.0 157 0 0 
v.P. 117.o 139.o 117.o 141.0 136.o 159.o 1ss.o 1ss.o 147.o 190.0 
H.A. 94.2 101.0 104.0 114.o 124.o 134.0 ll7.0 127.0 138.0 140.0 
V.A. 9008 96.2 90o0 104.0 95.9 115.0 100.0 120.0 115.0 130 0 0 



Table ·VII 
Overestimations and Underestimations 
Trained Relative to Naive Percents 

Block l Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 
H W H W H W H W H W 

All. Subjects. Positions and Blocks 
H.P.Tr. -13.7 -3.7 - 6.7 4.0 -1.8 7.0 2.0 11.0 7.8 13.4 

N. - 5.0 1.0 - 7.0 1.0 -5.0 5.0 -5.0 10.0 O.O 15.0 
V.P.Tr. - 9.5 -1.9 • 7.8 4.0 -7.3 2.0 -6~5 .7 .5 13.6 

N. -10.0 3.0 -12.0 3.0 -9.0 5.0 -5.0 10.0 O.O 10.0 
H.A.Tr. -16.0 -5.l -10.8 • .4 -8.9 l.O -3.9 1.6 5.9 11.l 

u. - 7.o s.o - 5.o a.o -1~0 17.o 4.o 20.0 10.0 20.0 
v.A.Tr. -17.5 -9.4 -13.9 -4.l -9.7 -5.5 -3.6 l.9 5.8 2.4 

N. -17.0 2.0 -16.0 1.0 -7.0 12.0 -5.0 16.0 3.0 15.0 
Av. Tr. -14.2 -5.0 - 908 .9 -6.9 l.l -3.0 3.8 5.0 10.1 
Dift.irr. 9.2 a.9 e.o 6.8 5.1 

Pass:ive Method 
Trained -ll.6 -2.8 - 7.3 4.0 -5.0 4.0 -2.2 5.9 4.113.5 
Diff• a.a llo3 9.0 8.1 9.4 
Ne. va - 7.5 2.0 - 9.5 2.0 -7.0 5.0 -5.0 10.0 o.o 12.5 
Diff. 9.5 11.5 12.0 15.0 12.5 

Active I'Jethod 
Trained -16.'7 -7.2 -12.4 -2.2 -9.3 -2.s -s.7 1.a s.s 6.8 
Di:ff. 9.5 10.2 '7.o 5.5 1.0 
Md.ve -12.0 2.5 -10.5 4.5 -4.0 14.5 -5.0 19.0 6.5 1a.o 
Dif'f • 14.5 14.5 19.5 18.5 ll.5 

Horizontal Position 
Trained -14.B·-4.4 - B.7 1.a -5.3 4.0 - .9 6.3 6.8 11.a 
Diff• 10.4 10.s 9.3 '7.2 s.o 
Nave - 6.0 2.0 • 6.0 4.5 -3.0 11.0 - .5 15.0 5.0 17.0 
Diff. a.o 10.5 14.o 15.5 12.0 

Vortica1 Position 
Trained 
Diff. 
Naive 
Di.ff. 

-13.5 -s.'7 -10.a - .os -9.o -1.'7 -s.o 1.3 s.1 a.o 
7.8 10.3 '7.3 6.3 s.o -13.o 2.s -14.o 2.0 -s.o 9.o -s.o 1s.o 1.s 12.s 

15.5 16.o 17.o 1a.o 11.0 
All Positions end Methods Combined 

Trained -14.4 -s.o 908 .9 -6.9 1.1 -3.0 4.0 s.o 10.1 
nitf. 9.4 10.'1 0.0 '7 .o s.1 
Naive - 9.? 2.2 -10.0 3.2 •5o5 9.7 -2.7 14.0 3o2 15.0 
Diff. llo9 13.2 l5o2 16.'7 1108 

All Subjects Combined 
Tr.& N. -12.l -1.6 • 9o9 1ol -6.2 5.4 -2.4 8.9 4.112.5 
Diff. l0o5 lloO ll.6 ll.3 804 

(For example. -13.7, the first figure in column one, means 
that trained subjects underestimate height in the horizontal. 
passive method 13.7%. The first figure in colunm. two means 
that trained subjects underestimate width of Block No. 1 
3.7% in the horizontal passive method.) 
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